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EXT. VINTAGE SAN FRANCISCO -- DAY

The city percolates with life.  Horse-drawn carriages,
bicyclists, and pedestrians crowd the streets. 

SUPER: SAN FRANCISCO - MAY 19TH, 1903 - Based on a true story.

The Oakland Ferry disembarks pedestrians and carriages. Cable
cars transport passengers up the steep grades of the city.

EXT. HILLSIDE STREET -- DAY

DOCTOR HORATIO NELSON JACKSON (31), hops on an uphill-climbing 
cable car.  Tall, broad-shouldered, mustached and
bespectacled, he looks dapper in his three-piece suit.  He
is optimistic, energetic, and brimming with life. 

He looks downhill where, "chauffeur" SEWELL (rhymes with
tool) CROCKER (23), lean and fit, polishes the fender of a
1901 Oldsmobile "horseless carriage".

HORATIO
(shouting down to
Sewell)

I shouldn't be long.

SEWELL
(shouting uphill to
Horatio)

Take all the time you want, sir.

The cable car climbs the steep hillside.  Horatio hops off
in front of the "UNIVERSITY MEN'S CLUB." He pulls open the
heavy, ornate door.

INT. UNIVERSITY MEN'S CLUB -- DAY

Exclusive, oak-paneled elegance.  GROUPS OF WELL-TO-DOS share
libations, thick cigar smoke billows as brandy snifters swirl. 
Snippets of conversation;

"After his exploits with those Rough Riders, good old Teddy's
sure to be re-elected."

"Looks like the Boston Pilgrims will win the pennant again
this year."

"How about that flooding along the Mississippi?"

GAME ROOM 

BARTHOLOMEW BRUTUS (20S), a large barrel-chested bully, sports
a handle-bar mustache and shoots billiards with his chum,
MR.PALEY (20s).

MAX O'BRIAN (50s), a bit inebriated, leans against a pillar
for support.
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DOC AMES (60s), thin and meek, sits.  Mr. Brutus looms over
him.

MR. BRUTUS
(to Doc Ames)

There was a fellow who tried it a
few years back and he couldn't even
make it halfway.

MR. PALEY
Yeah, and he made the damn things. 
Alexander Winston.

Max drunkenly interjects.

MAX
Winton.

MR. PALEY
What? *

Max notices Horatio and motions for him.  Horatio weaves his
way through the other members shaking hands as he goes.

MAX
His name was Alexander Winton.  Not
Winston.

MR. PALEY
Whatever his name is.  He makes those
contraptions and he couldn't even do
it.

Mr. Brutus points down at Doc Ames.

MR.BRUTUS
I'm telling you, old man, it can't
be done.

Horatio sees Mr. Brutus towering over Doc Ames.  He gives
him a rough tap on the back.  Mr. Brutus turns face to face
with Horatio.

HORATIO
I don't think we've met?

Horatio extends his hand.

HORATIO
Horatio Nelson Jackson.

Mr. Brutus extends his.

MR.BRUTUS
Bartholomew Bru-

Horatio squeezes his hand like a vise.
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MR. BRUTUS
-tus.

HORATIO
Mister Brutus.  Maybe you should
show some respect for your elders.

Horatio bends down and shakes Doc Ames hand.

HORATIO
Are you all right?

DOC AMES
Of course I am. 

MAX
Maybe you could help us out.  Doc
Ames seems to think it's possible
for a horseless carriage to be driven
across the country.

HORATIO
I positively agree.  It most certainly
can be done.  For once, I think Doc
Ames is absolutely correct.

DOC AMES
Thank you.  I think?

HORATIO
All it would take is the proper
motorcar and a qualified driver.

MR.PALEY
Maybe you don't know, but there was
a fellow, an automobile maker.  A
Mr. Winst- Winton.  He tried it a
couple of years ago and got stuck in
the desert.

MR. BRUTUS
There's a whole ocean of sand out
there.  Most horses can't make that
journey let alone one of those...those 
damn contraptions.

Mr. Brutus twirls the end of his handlebar mustache to a
point.

HORATIO
If he were to try again today with
one of the newer motorcars he could
make the journey with ease.  These
new machines are a marvel.

The waiter pours everyone a round.
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HORATIO
Please don't misunderstand, I owned
many a trusty horse in my day, but
these newer automobiles are as
dependable as any team of horses.

MR. BRUTUS
Dependable!  They're nothing but an
unreliable passing fancy!

Voices are raised a notch.

MR. BRUTUS
I've never seen a horse come apart
when it's traveling down the street.

DOC AMES
Well I have!  I've seen many a horse
shatter it's ankle or break a leg. 
And then, well, you know, it's a
damn shame.

Other members crowd around to hear the "debate".

HORATIO
At least with a motorcar you don't
have to shoot it.  If it damages a
wheel you just repair it and carry
on.

Horatio points his finger into the air for emphasis.

HORATIO
I'm telling you, the automobile is
the future of this country and someday
one will be driven from coast to
coast.

Doc Ames raises his glass.

DOC AMES
Here!  Here!

Mr. Brutus draws on his cigar and releases a long, steady
plume.  He turns a disingenuous smile to Horatio.

MR. BRUTUS
Are you staying far from the club,
Mr. Jackson?

HORATIO
Humm?

MR. BRUTUS
Your hotel, sir, is it far from here? 
Or are you staying here on Nob Hill?
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HORATIO
Swipes and I are staying at the Palace
Hotel like always.  She's there now
and-

MR. BRUTUS
And what is your means of
transportation?

HORATIO
I came by motorcar.

Mr. Brutus peers through the large window facing the empty
street outside.

MR. BRUTUS
Well Mr. Jackson, it appears your
chauffeur must have journeyed off. 
There's no automobile outside.

HORATIO
It's at the bottom of-

MR. BRUTUS
-the hill.  Precisely.  That's because
it couldn't make the climb up here,
could it?

All eyes turn to Horatio.

HORATIO
You have to admit, these San Francisco
hills are extremely steep.

DOC AMES
Most horses can't even get up these
hills that's why we have the cable
cars.

Mr. Brutus taps his cigar ashes into an ashtray.

MR. BRUTUS
Then I was wondering, Mr. Jackson. 
How do you think an automobile might
fare against, say, the Rocky Mountains
or the Sierra Nevadas?

Some members, to show respect, hide their grins behind their
sherry glasses.  Other members, less civil, chuckle out loud. 
Mr. Brutus smugly smiles as Horatio's blood rises.  Horatio
points his finger at Mr. Brutus.

HORATIO
I'm telling you that the automobile 
can do anything a team of horses can
do, and then some.

(MORE)
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HORATIO (CONT'D)
You may scoff, but the motorcar will
transform this country.  You can bet
on it.

MR. BRUTUS
You truly believe that one of those
contraptions can be driven across
the continent?  There are tremendous
hazards out there, Mr. Jackson.

Horatio leaps to his feet and steps face to face with Mr.
Brutus.

HORATIO
I can see that some men of limited
vision don't have faith in the
automobile.  Well I do!  I believe
that a motorcar can be driven all
the way to New York City.  And to
prove it...I'll do it myself!

Mr. Brutus tilts his head to one side.

MR. BRUTUS
You?

HORATIO
I can and I will!

Horatio drops back into his leather seat and pounds his fist
on the armrest.

A cacophony fills the room.  Every man in the club offers an
opinion. 

"That's quite a boast."  "It can't be done!"

"Experts tried it and they couldn't make it."

"He's got to be joking."  "He can't be serious."

Horatio cocks his head toward the last comment.

HORATIO
And just to prove how serious I am, 
I'll make preparations and leave San
Francisco in the next four days.

Some gasp, others laugh.  Most scoff it off as drunken
audacity.  Mr. Brutus pulls a Grant from his billfold and
slaps it down on the pool table.

MR. BRUTUS
Fifty dollars says you'll never make
it.
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Doc Ames intercedes.

DOC AMES
It's a joke.  Horatio's joking.

Mr. Brutus cockily extends his hand out to Horatio.

MR. BRUTUS
Well?

MAX
A true gentleman doesn't joke when
it comes to a serious matter like a
wager.

MR. BRUTUS
Well?

Horatio shakes Mr. Brutus's hand.

HORATIO
It's a bet.

MR. BRUTUS
You're a bigger fool than I thought.

HORATIO
Well, you're not.

MR. BRUTUS
What?  What do you mea-

MR. PALEY
We need to set a time limit.  You
just can't take forever.

HORATIO
Three months.  I'll do it in three
months or less.

Mr. Paley collects money as the bets start flying.  A DARK-
HAIRED STRANGER, 40's, sitting at the bar, approaches the
group.

DARK-HAIRED STRANGER
Can I get in on this?

MR. PALEY
Sure, mister.  Which way you bettin',
he can make it or he can't?

DARK-HAIRED STRANGER
I'll bet he's not the first one to
make it.

MR. BRUTUS
What?  You know something we don't?
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DARK-HAIRED STRANGER
Ha, it seems you gentleman know
everything.  Is it a bet?

MR.PALEY
Sure, mister.  It's a bet.

Mr. Paley collects his money.

EXT. SAN FRANCISCO STREET -- NIGHT

Sewell sits behind the driver's seat of the 1901 Oldsmobile,
reading a book by street-light.

Horatio plods down the street singing a happy tune and plops
into the black leather passenger seat.

Sewell hops down and uses a metal can with a long, thin spout
to squirt gasoline into the carburetor.

SEWELL
Sir?  Would you step on the foot-
plunger four times, please.

Horatio looks around.

SEWELL
There.

Sewell points it out.

SEWELL
On the floor under the steering
mechanism.

HORATIO
Oh, yes.

Horatio pumps the foot pedal with his foot.  Sewell adjusts
the choke value on the dashboard.

SEWELL
Just need to prime the carburetor. 

He pulls a hand-crank out from under the seat.  He inserts
it into a slot on the side of the auto.

SEWELL
(to the auto)

Come on, darlin', you can do it.

Horatio looks around.

HORATIO
Who are you talking to?
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SEWELL
Oh, ah, her.

HORATIO
The auto?

Sewell nods.  Horatio chuckles.

HORATIO
It's nothing but a machine.

Sewell cranks.  The engine, PUTT, PUTT, PUTT, PUTTS, to life. 
He hops back in...and off they go.

INT. / EXT. 1901 OLDSMOBILE -- EVENING

Sewell drives down city streets.

HORATIO
Sewell?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.

HORATIO
Do you still agree that an automobile
can be driven across the country?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.  With the right auto, I
think it can be done.

HORATIO
What about this machine?

SEWELL
Oh, no sir.  She's too old and poorly
built, but one of the newer autos
could make it.  Maybe a Winton Touring
car.

HORATIO
I want you to get me one.

They drive up to the entrance of the "Palace Hotel".

HORATIO
Tomorrow.

Sewell stops. 

SEWELL
May I ask why, sir?

HORATIO
We're going on a great adventure,
Sewell, my boy.
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Horatio slaps Sewell on the back.

HORATIO
We'll make all those doubters eat
crow.

Horatio climbs out of the motorcar and picks flowers out of
the hotel's flower bed on his way in.

INT. PALACE HOTEL BEDROOM -- NIGHT

BERTHA "SWIPES" JACKSON, 27, sits on the bed knitting.  She
is sweet-faced but plain looking.  Horatio is her hero.

Horatio sits at the desk, writing a list.  The flowers reside
in a nearby vase.

SWIPES
God only knows what Mother's going
to say about all this.

Horatio concentrates on his list.

HORATIO
What else?  Ah, extra pens and paper
so I can write you every chance I
get.

SWIPES
She already thinks you're stark raving
mad.

HORATIO
She actually said "idiotic lunatic
who wouldn't amount to a hill of
beans". 

SWIPES
I'm sure she didn't really mean that.

Horatio rolls his eyes and returns to his list.

SWIPES
What if Sewell can't go?  Maybe you
could take one of your friends from
the club.

HORATIO
Of course he'll go, if I pay him
enough.  Every man has his price.

SWIPES
But three months?

HORATIO
Or less.
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SWIPES
Let's make it less.  A lot less.

Swipes puts down her knitting; stands behind Horatio and
massages his shoulders.

SWIPES
I'll miss you.

Horatio stops writing and tilts his head back to look up.

SWIPES
Are you sure about this?

HORATIO
I'm not sure of anything yet, except
...how much I'm going to miss you,
too.

SWIPES
Do you even know how to maneuver one
of those automobiles?

HORATIO
Not yet.

Horatio stands up and pulls Swipes in close.

HORATIO
But I do know how to maneuver you.

SWIPES
You certainly do.

Horatio gently lays her down on the bed and unbuttons her
dress.

SWIPES
Maneuver away.

EXT. H.E. FREDRICKSON BUGGY COMPANY -- DAY

Horatio hops down from a horse-drawn "taxi".

INT. H.E. FREDRICKSON BUGGY COMPANY -- DAY

Carriages and bicycles clutter the shop.  Sewell tinkers at 
his work bench.

HORATIO
Sewell.

Sewell turns around.

SEWELL
Yes?  Hello, Doctor Jackson.
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HORATIO
Please, call me Horatio.

SEWELL
Yes, sir. 

HORATIO
Did you find out where I could
purchase one of those Winton
automobiles?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.  Directly from the factory
in Cleveland.  We could order one
for you and have it shipped  here or
directly to your home in Vermont.

HORATIO
No, I need one here.

SEWELL
Here then.  It should only take about
a month.

HORATIO
A month!  I only have four days.  Is
there anywhere around here to buy
one?

SEWELL
I know every automobile in this entire
area.  There isn't a new Winton for
sale anywhere. 

Horatio paces as he contemplates.

HORATIO
How about used?

EXT. STREET -- EVENING

Horatio and Sewell step down off a moving cable car.

A cherry-red Winton touring car approaches them.  It has no
top or windshield, two black leather bucket-seats in front
and a single, long backseat set above and behind the front
seats.

SEWELL
Good timing, sir.  Here she comes.

Horatio, fearless, steps in front of the oncoming auto and
boldly waves his arms over his head.

MR.FARGO, 50s, squeezes the black bulb on his brass horn. 
HONK!  HONK!  Horatio extends both arms towards the
approaching auto and holds his ground.  Mr. Fargo stops.
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MR.FARGO
Sir, you're impeding my progress
home.

HORATIO
Sorry, but I would like to purchase
your automobile.

MR.FARGO
Ha.  It's not for sale.  Please,
move.

HORATIO
Name your price.

MR.FARGO
Are you deaf!?  It's not for sale.

Mr. Fargo inches forward bumping Horatio's leg.  Horatio
holds firm.

Sewell walks around the auto inspecting it as he goes.  He
runs his hand over the tires and looks at the undercarriage. 
Mr. Fargo notices him.

MR.FARGO
Sewell, what are you doing?  Who is
this man?

Sewell continues his inspection without looking up.

SEWELL
Horatio Nelson Jackson meet Mr.
William Fargo.  Mr. Fargo, Mr.
Jackson.

MR.FARGO
(to Horatio)

Nice to meet you.

HORATIO
The pleasure is all mine.  Once again,
name your price.

MR.FARGO
Humph.

HORATIO
Come on, Mr. Fargo, everything has a
price.

MR.FARGO
Three thousand dollars.

HORATIO
Three thousand!

(MORE)
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HORATIO (CONT'D)
I know for a fact these sell new for
two thousand five hundred. 

Sewell dutifully approaches Horatio.  He cups his hand over
Horatio's ear so Mr. Fargo won't hear.

SEWELL
(whispering)

The tires are bald and the cyclometer
indicates she's been driven over one
thousand miles.  Overwise she's good.

HORATIO
(to Mr. Fargo)

Besides the tires are bald and the-

Horatio turns to Sewell.

HORATIO
And the what?

SEWELL
Cyclometer.

HORATIO
(to Mr. Fargo)

The cyclometer says, well it says-
the automobile has been used.  It's
used goods.

MR.FARGO
Three thousand.  Take it or leave
it.  Now move aside.

Mr. Fargo puts the auto in gear and moves forward.  Horatio
watches him drive away.

HORATIO
Wait!

INT. HARDWARE STORE -- DAY

Horatio and Swipes shop for supplies.  Horatio places a block
& tackle on the counter.

SWIPES
You are the most impetuous man I
know.

HORATIO
And you are the most beautiful woman
I know.

Swipe rolls her eyes.  Horatio kisses her hand.
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HORATIO
My queen.

SWIPES
Just remember, your queen wants her
king to return safely to the castle.

She spots a rifle and shotgun hanging on the wall and points
them out to Horatio.

SWIPES
There are bears and Indians and who
know's what else out there.

HORATIO
Only dragons to slay.

Horatio points out the firearms to the shopkeeper.

HORATIO
(to shopkeeper)

I'll take those.

The shopkeeper places the firearms on the counter next to
rain gear, cooking gear, rope, tarp and the block & tackle.

INT. H.E. FREDRICKSON BUGGY COMPANY -- DAY

Horatio scans the books on the shelf over Sewell's workbench. 
"Gulliver's Travel" "The Odyssey" "Mark Twain" "Huckleberry
Finn" along with Maintenance and Repair books.

SEWELL
I replaced the spark igniters and 
oil and ordered a new set of tires
and a battery to be shipped to
Alturas.  They should be waiting at
the depot by the time you get there.

HORATIO
Thank you.  I'll pay you twice
whatever Mr. Fredrickson is paying
you.

SEWELL
I already told you, sir, it's not
about money.  I just...I could never
do anything like that.

HORATIO
Can you at least teach me how to
drive this thing?

SEWELL
Her.
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HORATIO
What?

SEWELL
She's a her, not a thing.

Sewell rubs the fender with his rag.

SEWELL
I'll be happy to teach you how to
drive her, sir.

EXT. STREET -- DAY

Horatio sits in the driver's seat as Sewell points out gauges.

SEWELL
And that gauge indicates the amount
of oil she's got inside her.

HORATIO
All your books, the ones over your
work bench.

SEWELL
Um hum.

HORATIO
They're adventures, right?  Grand
adventures.

SEWELL
I guess so.

HORATIO
Have you every been on one yourself?

Sewell ponders.

SEWELL
I moved here with my folks from
Tacoma.

HORATIO
I suppose that's pretty adventurous.

SEWELL
I don't remember.  I was just four.

HORATIO
And you've lived here ever since?

SEWELL
Um hum.

HORATIO
Have you ever been outside the city?
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SEWELL
No, sir.

Sewell steps around to the side of the Winton.  He takes a
hand-crank and pushes it into a slot.

SEWELL
Are you ready?

HORATIO
I hope so.

He turns the crank.  The engine PUTT, PUTT, PUTT, PUTT, PUTT,
PUTTS to life.

SERIES OF SHOTS: Horatio learns to drive

-- Pedestrians jump aside as Horatio just misses them.  A
pedestrian calls out;

PEDESTRIAN
Get a horse!

-- The auto just misses a streetcar.

-- Horatio turns in circles in the middle of an intersection.

-- Horatio drives more confidently.  Sewell studies the
owner's manual.

HORATIO
There's a lot at stake.  Think about
it. The first to drive across the
country in an automobile. You'd be
famous.

SEWELL
I'm not much interested in that.

HORATIO
Just think of all the new things for
you to see.  All the new experiences.

SEWELL
I'm happy right here, sir, working
on the vehicles and reading my books.

HORATIO
Well...don't you think it's good to
get your head out of a book once in
a while and just look around?

Horatio takes in the beautiful scenic view. Sewell monitors
the gauges and checks the manual.
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HORATIO
I'm beginning to think you love these
machines more than you love life.

Sewell taps the gauge with his finger. 

HORATIO
I need you, Sewell. I don't see how
I can make it without you.

SEWELL
You don't need me, sir. You can just
buy whatever you need along the way.

Horatio thinks about that one, then pats the dashboard.

HORATIO
It's not me that really needs you,
it's her. She's the one that needs
you.  She'll never be able to make
this journey without you.

EXT. TRAIN DEPOT -- PLATFORM -- MORNING

Horatio and Swipes lovingly hug while porters load luggage.

HORATIO
Feeling better?

SWIPES
It was probably just something I
ate.

HORATIO
Keep those letters coming.  You have
that list of towns I'm planning on
driving through?

SWIPES
Yes.  Don't worry.  I'll write.

HORATIO
I haven't spent a day without you in 
what, almost four years?

SWIPES
Do you think you'll be home for our
anniversary?

HORATIO
I hope so.

SWIPES
Are you sure this is what you want
to do?

Horatio looks her over.
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HORATIO
I don't think I've ever seen you
look more beautiful.

The CONDUCTOR calls out.

CONDUCTOR (O.S.)
All aboard!

The train lurches forward.

SWIPES
Oh!

Horatio helps her step onto the train, then hops on beside
her.

INT./ EXT. SLOW-MOVING TRAIN -- DAY

SWIPES
You didn't answer my question.

HORATIO
I'm sure.  I want to, and I can do
it.  I'm going to do it. 

Swipes kisses him.

SWIPES
Just make sure you get home safe.

HORATIO
I wish you could be there with me.

SWIPES
We're both in this together.

They see the end of the platform nearing.  He looks back at
Swipes.

SWIPES
Go.

HORATIO
I'll make it home, or I'll die trying.

Horatio steps down onto the very end of the platform and
almost falls off the edge. 

SWIPES
Ohhhh!

Horatio places his hands over his heart.  Swipes returns a
queenly wave.

SWIPES
My hero!
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INT. H.E. FREDRICKSON BUGGY COMPANY -- EVENING

The backseat of the Winton rests on the floor beside the
auto.  Sewell walks around a pile of equipment with a check
list.

SEWELL
...spade, ax, fishing gear, rifle,
pistols, cooking utensils, block and
tackle.

Horatio sits next to the front fender of the auto.  He dips
an artist brush into white paint, then carefully paints on
the side of the cherry-red Winton.

SEWELL
I weigh about 150 pounds, how about
you?  You've got to be over 200.

HORATIO
225 last time I checked.

SEWELL
With the extra tanks for gas and
oil, fully loaded we'll weigh, oh,
about a ton and a half.

Horatio continues to paint.

SEWELL
That shouldn't be a problem for twenty
horses.

HORATIO
What horses are you talking about?

SEWELL
She's got a twenty horse power engine
in her.  Pretty impressive, huh?

Horatio leans back to admire his work as Sewell looks over
his shoulder.

HORATIO
She certainly is.

CLOSE ON - SIDE OF AUTO - Cursively written in white paint
reads  "Miss Vermont"

EXT. NEAR UNIVERSITY MEN'S CLUB -- SIDEWALK -- DAY

Horatio christens the Winton with a bottle of champagne. 
Supplies are haphazardly piled on the back of the auto,
covered with a tarp and tied down with rope.

SUPER: SATURDAY, MAY 23rd, 1903 - 1:00 PM.
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Well-wishers give handshakes and back-slaps.  Dark-Haired
Stranger slips an ice pick from his jacket pocket and
unnoticed, punctures a tire. 

Horatio rolls up his sleeves and climbs into the driver's
seat.  Sewell turns the hand-crank on the side of the auto. 
The engine kicks to life.  PUTT-PUTT-PUTT-PUTT-PUTT-PUTT

Sewell jumps on board.  Horatio GRINDS gears as they drive
away. 

INT./EXT. BLACK PACKARD AUTOMOBILE -- DAY

Dark-Haired Stranger is flawless as he shifts gears and
skillfully speeds the Packard down city streets.

EXT. BAY FERRY -- DAY

Horatio and Sewell wait in a line of horse carriages,
bicyclists and passengers, to board the ferry.  They push
the Winton forward.  The tire is flat.

HORATIO
This certainly is an inauspicious
start.

SEWELL
My biggest concern is these tires. 
I just hope they can hold up until
we get to Alturas.

EXT. LARGE BRICK WAREHOUSE -- DAY

Large white letters on the red brick facade: "PACKARD MOTOR 
CAR COMPANY"  Dark-Haired Stranger skids to a stop in front.

INT. MR. PACKARD'S OFFICE -- DAY

MR. PACKARD, 40s, slicked-back black hair and mustache, works
at his desk.  KNOCK.  KNOCK.  KNOCK.

MR.PACKARD
Come in.

Dark-Haired Stranger ( MR. FETCH ) enters.

MR.PACKARD
Fetch.

FETCH
They just left, Mr. Packard.

MR.PACKARD
That damn Winton.
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FETCH
Yes, sir, that's what he's driving,
a Winton.

MR.PACKARD
Not the car, Fetch.  Alexander Winton. 
He's behind this.  He must have got
wind of our attempt and sent a driver
out here to beat us to the punch.

FETCH
I'm not sure about that, sir.  He
didn't look like much of a driver
and I was there when he made that
bet.

Mr. Packard moves to a large wall map.  A cross-country route
is marked on it.

MR.PACKARD
Did you find out their route?

FETCH
I overheard something about going
north first to avoid the desert,
then turning east.

MR.PACKARD
Why don't they just follow along the
main route of the railroad like we've
planned?

FETCH
I don't know, sir.  I don't think he
has much of a plan.

MR.PACKARD
North, hu?

FETCH
Yes, sir.

MR.PACKARD
When will you be ready to leave?

FETCH
We planned on about eight weeks, but
I think I could do it in four.

MR.PACKARD
Make if four then.

FETCH
Yes, sir.
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MR.PACKARD
Winton's got to be behind this. 
What kind of damn fool would try
something like this without company
backing?

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- DAY

Horatio and Sewell cruise down a country lane.  Sewell drives.

Horatio opens the glove box and pulls out the "Winton
Instruction Manual".  He reads.

HORATIO
"Remember that an automobile has no
brains.  You must do its thinking. 
It is merely a man-made machine,
subject to man's control, and under
thoughtful handling, will perform
all the work for which it is
designed."

SEWELL
I don't believe it.

HORATIO
What don't you believe?

SEWELL
She has no brains.  You wait and
see.  She has a mind of her own.

HORATIO
I hope she's not temperamental.  How
far have we gone?

Sewell looks at the cyclometer.

SEWELL
Fifteen miles.

Horatio motions ahead with his hand like a hatchet.

HORATIO
It's smooth sailing from here on
out.

POP!  The auto weaves across the road.

HORATIO
What the?!

EXT. ROADSIDE -- DAY

The car is jacked up; tire off.  Sewell places a patch on
the inner tube while Horatio watches over his shoulder.
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EXT. ROADSIDE -- LATER

Sewell inflates the tire with a hand pump.  Horatio motions
to Sewell that he wants to help.  Sewell moves aside and
Horatio gleefully pumps away.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- NIGHT

Horatio drives down a barely visible, dark road.

SEWELL
These lights aren't working very
well.

HORATIO
They're useless.

They bounce over an unseen object.

HORATIO
No sense in going on.  Let's call it
a night.

EXT. MEADOW -- NIGHT

A small campfire burns.  Horatio lays nearby on his sleeping
bag; pen and paper before him.  Sewell stands nearby.

SEWELL
I'm going to turn in.

HORATIO
Good night, Sewell.

SEWELL
Good night, sir.

HORATIO
Horatio.

SEWELL
Yes, sir. 

Sewell unrolls his sleeping bag under the Winton and lays
down.  Horatio writes;

HORATIO (V.O.)
My darling Swipes- The hardest work
I ever did was to say good-bye to
you.  I came pretty close to having
cold feet.

INT. TRAIN CAR -- NIGHT

Swipes looks out the window; knitting rests on her lap.
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HORATIO (V.O.)
There isn't one woman in a million
that would let a fellow do what I
have done, and I can tell you darling,
I appreciate it.  I do hope you will
get home all right and I shall be
anxious to hear from you. 

EXT. MEADOW -- NIGHT

HORATIO (V.O.)
Once we get to Alturas, the worst of
it will be over.  Yours till New
York.  Horatio.  PS. Take good care
of yourself & don't worry!

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- COUNTRYSIDE -- DAY

The Winton bounces along a rut-filled dirt road.  Unnoticed,
a cooking-pan falls off the rear of the auto.  Sewell slows
as they approach a small creek.

HORATIO
Shoot it.

Sewell speeds up and zooms across the shallow creek.  They
get sprayed with muddy water.

SEWELL
That should cool down the tires.

A pot falls off the rear of the auto...again, unnoticed.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- COUNTRYSIDE -- DAY

The Winton bounces through ruts and bumps.  A stirring spoon
vibrates off the back of the auto.

They shoot across another small, shallow creek, another pan
falls off as they bounce along.  They approach a fork in the
road.

HORATIO
Have you seen any signs for Maryville?

SEWELL
Not yet.

Horatio spots A RED-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN, 17, riding a white
horse along the side of the road.

HORATIO
Ah, good fortune smiles upon us. 
Let's ask the girl.

Sewell stops alongside the girl.  She looks down in awe.
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HORATIO
Hello.  Which way to Maryville?

RED-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN
Holy, good Lord!  I don't hardly
believe it.

HORATIO
Which way?

RED-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN
Oh, mister.  You gotta go down that
way.

She motions off to her right.

HORATIO
Thank you.

Horatio tips his hat as Sewell drives off.  The Red-haired
young woman turns in her saddle to watch them drive away. 
Horatio turns around and waves.

SEWELL
We're going to get a lot of that.

HORATIO
That what?

SEWELL
That look.  Folks around these parts
have never seen an automobile before. 
We're an oddity.  Right out of a
science fiction story.

HORATIO
You mean like something from outer
space?

SEWELL
Just like H.G. Wells, War of the
Worlds.

HORATIO
Except we're more benevolent.

SEWELL
Yes, sir.  No death rays.

They approach another creek.  Horatio cocks his arm like a
hatchet.

HORATIO
Shoot it.
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Sewell accelerates.  The Winton gets midpoint in the creek,
slows down, wheels spin in place, water pours over the
floorboards.

SEWELL
We're not going to make it.

Horatio pulls off his boots, rolls up his pant legs, jumps
into the water and pushes the Winton.

HORATIO
Come on...Darlin'. 

Horatio slips and falls face first into the muddy creek.

EXT. CREEKSIDE -- DAY

Sewell & Horatio pull on the block & tackle rope, attached
to a nearby tree, the other end tied around the front bumper. 
When the Winton is pulled on to dry land, Horatio shakes
Sewell's hand.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- COUNTRYSIDE -- DAY

Sewell drives past plowed fields.

HORATIO
How many miles so far?

Sewell leans over and looks at the cyclometer.

SEWELL
Since that fork in the road, about
another three miles.

HORATIO
So far, so good.  You want me to
drive.

SEWELL
No sir, let's keep to our schedule.

The Winton rolls over a small rise.  An isolated farmhouse
lays ahead.  The road leads right into the barn yard.

HORATIO
Where did the road go?

EXT. FARMHOUSE FARMYARD -- DAY

A FARMER, 40s and his WIFE 40s run out of the farmhouse.  He
carries a shotgun.  A FARMHAND,19 runs out of the barn
carrying a pitchfork.  A hound-dog BARKS as he chases the
Winton.

Horatio raises his hands. 
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HORATIO
Don't shoot!  We come in peace.  We
mean you no harm.

Sewell drives in circles.

HORATIO
Stop.  Stop.

Sewell stops the Winton.

FARMER
Holy smokes.  I don't believe it.

FARMHAND
I've been reading about these things
but I never thought one would come
rollin' in here.

FARMER
(to Horatio)

You lost, mister?

HORATIO
No, sir.  We're on our way to
Maryville.

FARMER
This ain't the way.

HORATIO
It's not?

FARMER
You gotta go back down to the fork
in the road and head off in the other
direction.

Farmhand examines the engine.

SEWELL
(to Farmhand)

Twenty horse-power.

FARMHAND
You don't say.  How do they get them
all in there?

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Let's go.  We need to make up for
lost time.

They head back the way they came.
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INT. / EXT. WINTON -- COUNTRYSIDE -- DAY

The red-haired young woman rides towards them.  Sewell stops
next to her.

HORATIO
Why did you send us down the wrong
way?

RED-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN
I wanted paw and maw and my husband
to see it.  They ain't never seen a
auto-mobile before.

Horatio shakes his head.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- COUNTRYSIDE -- DUSK

Nightfall sets in.  Horatio drives through a forest of spruce
trees.

SEWELL
How much further you figure to
Maryville?

HORATIO
I'm hoping up around the next bend. 
I'd sure like to sleep in a real bed
tonight.

Skunk in the middle of the road.

SEWELL
Watch out!

Horatio squeezes the bulb-horn.  HONK!  HONK!  Too, late! 
Skunk lifts his tail and squirts his foul odor as the auto
passes.  Sewell and Horatio are disgusted.

They round the corner to see the lights of Maryville.

EXT. - MARYVILLE -- DIRT STREET - NIGHT

The mud-caked, stinky duo chug into town startling the few
folks still out for the night.  They pull up in front of the
EXCELSIOR HOTEL.

INT. EXCELSIOR HOTEL -- NIGHT

The bell over the door RINGS as the twosome enter and approach
the front desk.  CLERK, 20s, stands up.

HORATIO
We'd like a couple of rooms.

CLERK
Yes, sir.
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Clerk hands him the registry.

CLERK
Just fill this out.

Clerk gets a whiff of the skunky odor and covers his nose.

CLERK
You boys been out in the woods.

HORATIO
No, just drove an auto up here from
San Francisco.

CLERK
You mean one of them auto-mobiles? 
You're kidding?

(to Sewell)
He's kidding, right?

Sewell shakes his head "no".

SEWELL
She's parked out front.

Clerk hands them the room keys and heads outside for a look
see.  The tired pair head up the stairs.

CLERK (O.S.)
Foooooey!

SEWELL
Think she'll be safe out there
tonight?

HORATIO
I don't think we have a thing to
worry about.

INT. EXCELSIOR HOTEL BEDROOM -- MORNING

Horatio looks in the mirror as he wipes the last bit of shave
cream off his face.  He buttons up the top of his shirt and
pulls up his suspenders.  VOICES outside rouse his attention.

EXT. EXCELSIOR HOTEL  -- MORNING

Curious townsfolk crowd around the Winton and watch as Sewell
throws a bucket of water from the horse trough onto the auto. 
He washes her with a rag.

INT. EXCELSIOR HOTEL BEDROOM -- MORNING

Horatio slides open his second-floor window and sticks his
head out.
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HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Good morning.

A hush falls over the spectators as they all look up at
Horatio.

SEWELL
Good morning, sir.  I thought she
needed a good washing, especially
after last night.

HORATIO
Are you ready to go?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.

HORATIO
I'll be right down.

Horatio slides the window shut.  The hushed crowd looks back
to Sewell.  He goes back to washing, everyone's eyes on him. 
He uncomfortably looks around.

SEWELL
We ran over a skunk...it wasn't hurt.

A group sigh of understanding.  Someone speaks up.

CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
Where you from?

Sewell looks around at the spectators, but can't see who
asked.  He speaks out to everyone.

SEWELL
San Francisco.

ANOTHER CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
Where you headed in that thing?

SEWELL
It's a her, and we're going to New
York City.

A murmur rolls through the crowd. - "Where"?  "He says they're
going to New York City."

ANOTHER CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
You're joking us, right, mister?

Horatio hurries out of the hotel carrying a small valise
with clothes jammed into it.
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CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
I'll give you two-bits for a ride in
that thing.

ANOTHER CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
I'll give you three.

HORATIO
I'm sorry folks, no time for rides. 
My beautiful wife is waiting for me
and I'm itching to get home.  Anybody
know where I could buy some gasoline?

CROWD VOICE (O.S.)
Try down to the hardware store.

HORATIO
Thanks!

EXT. MARYVILLE - DIRT STREET -- DAY

The Winton is parked in front of the hardware store.  A FARMER
comes out as Horatio walks in.

FARMER
Gosh-darn.  Can I have a look?

HORATIO
Sure mister, look all you want.

Horatio enters the hardware store.

INT. HARDWARE STORE -- DAY

The store is packed from floor to rafters with supplies of
all kinds.  The STORE CLERK waits behind the counter.

STORE CLERK
Mornin'.

HORATIO
Morning to you.  Do you have any
gasoline?

STORE CLERK
Yep.

HORATIO
I'd like to purchase some for an
automobile.

STORE CLERK
An automobile?  We have gasoline for
farm equipment and stoves.  Is it
the same?
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HORATIO
I think so.

STORE CLERK
You have an automobile?

HORATIO
Yes, sir.  Right outside.

STORE CLERK
I'll be darned.

Store clerk immediately rounds the counter and goes out. 
Horatio spots an acetylene lantern.

EXT. DIRT STREET -- DAY

Farmer sits in the driver's seat of the motionless car and
turns the wheel back and forth. Store clerk comes out. 
Curious townsfolk crowd around.

STORE CLERK
I'll be darned.

Horatio comes out behind him carrying the acetylene lantern. 
He holds it up for Sewell to see.

STORE CLERK
(to Horatio)

Are these things expensive?

HORATIO
I guess that depends what you think
expensive is.  A few thousand dollars.

STORE CLERK
Well, when I get rich I'm gonna buy
me one of these god-damn machines,
that way there won't be any money
left for my kids to fight over.

FARMER
I'd use it to break down my neighbor's
fences.

Horatio places the acetylene lantern on the front bumper.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

What do you think?

SEWELL
That just might work.

Sewell looks for a way to attach the lantern to the bumper.
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SEWELL
  We got another flat.

Horatio sees that the tires flat all right.

HORATIO
Let's get her fixed.

SEWELL
Yes, sir. 

HORATIO
(to the clerk & farmer)

Which way to Alturas?

Clerk points down a dirt road out of town.

CLERK
Head north till you get past Mount
Shasta, then head off northeast.

FARMER
After that, just keep the peak off
over your shoulder and after you
lose sight of it you're pert near to
Alturas.

HORATIO
Thanks.  How are the roads up that
way?

FARMER
Well, in the Spring they're all tore
up from the frost and in the Summer
they're buried in dust.  When it
rains in the Fall, they're nothin'
but mud, and in the Winter they're
froze.  We got four regular seasons
of bad roads.  Take your pick.

EXT. NARROW MOUNTAINOUS PASSAGE -- DAY

The Winton chugs up a sheer, rocky precipice in the foothills
of towering Mount Shasta.  Sewell struggles to keep the auto's
footing as they slip on loose shale and rocks.  They round a
hairpin curve to see a vertiginous view down a narrow canyon
to a beautiful waterfall.

SEWELL
Look! 

Sewell's concentration on driving is lost.  The Winton weaves
precariously close to the edge.  Horatio grabs the wheel and
steers them back from sure death...

HORATIO
Watch out.
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...right towards a boulder in the middle of the road.

HORATIO
Stop!  Stop!

Sewell skids to a stop, inches from the bolder.

EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE -- DAY

Horatio and Sewell use dead branches as levers to launch the
boulder over the edge and watch it tumble downward to the
tree line.  Sewell admires the beautiful vista.

SEWELL
I mean I've seen pictures, but I
could never have imagined this. 
I've never seen anything more
beautiful in my entire life.

Horatio takes it all in, then forlornly looks away.

HORATIO
I have, and she's waiting at home
for me.

Horatio heads for the Winton.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Let's go.

Horatio hops into the driver's seat.  Sewell taps the glass
cylinder on the oil gauge with his finger tip.

SEWELL
Hum.  This doesn't look right.  I'd
better check the valve.

EXT. UNDER AUTO -- DAY

Sewell lays on his back, he uses a wrench to tighten a valve.

HORATIO (O.S.)
Everything okay down there?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.

Sewell turns the valve slightly.  Oil pours all over Sewell's
face and clothes.  He struggles to stem the onslaught of the
black gold, but too late...he's coated.  He stands up next
to the Winton.

SEWELL
These are the only clothes I brought.
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EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE TREE BRANCH -- DAY

Sewell's oily clothes hang from a branch.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- DAY

Sewell, dressed in Horatio's oversized, baggy clothes,
navigates downward past Ponderosa pines.  Horatio looks at
his compass then back over his left shoulder at Mount Shasta
in the distance.

Sewell rounds a corner and spots something ahead in the road.

SEWELL
What's that?

EXT. ROADSIDE GATE -- DAY

A GATEKEEPER(40s), sits on a chair with a shotgun cradled in
his lap...hat pulled down, SNORING.  A crudely built wood
gate extends across the road.  The Winton stops.

SEWELL
What should I do?

HORATIO
Honk the horn.

HONK! Sewell squeezes the black bulb on the brass horn.  
Gatekeeper shoots straight up, roused from la-la land.

GATEKEEPER
What the!

HORATIO
Howdy, mister!

GATEKEEPER
Who the?!

HORATIO
Just a couple of travelers wanting
to get to Alturas.

Gatekeeper examines the Winton.

GATEKEEPER
You come over the mountains in that
thing?

SEWELL
That's right.  Why do you have the
road blocked?

GATEKEEPER
This is a private road.  Mister
Montgomery owns it.
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HORATIO
Private?

GATEKEEPER
It costs money to travel on Mister
Montgomery's road.

HORATIO
How much money?

GATEKEEPER
Normally it's 20 cents per horse,
but you sure ain't no horse.

SEWELL
(proudly)

But we got the power of twenty of
them.

Gatekeeper calculates with his finger on the palm of his
hand.

GATEKEEPER
That'll be four dollars.

HORATIO
Four dollars!

GATEKEEPER
He said twenty horses.

Horatio gives Sewell a harsh glance.  Sewell shrugs.

EXT. ALTURAS, CALIFORNIA -- EVENING

The town is full of activity as the Winton chugs in.  Horatio
stops in front of the saloon and HONKS the horn.

SEWELL
What are you doing?

HORATIO
Having a little fun.

A COWPOKE (30s), spots them and tears ass into the saloon.

INT. ALTURAS SALOON -- EVENING

The roulette wheel spins, the dice roll and the playing cards
fly as the piano player tickles the ivories.  Cowboys, Indians
and townsfolk are in rare form on a Saturday night.

COWPOKE waves his hat and shouts.

COWPOKE
Hey everybody!  One of them auto-
mobiles just pulled into town.
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The dealers and players look to see who's yelling.

GAMBLER
What?  What did he say?

COWPOKE
There's an auto-mobile outside!

EXT. ALTURAS, CALIFORNIA -- EVENING

Townsfolk pour out every doorway to gawk at the motionless
Winton.  A quiet reverence falls over the crowd, as if a
flying saucer just lit down in their midst.  Then a Cowboy
lets out a shout.

COWBOY
YeeeeeeeeeeeeHaaaaaawwwwwwwww!

The whole town WHOOPS and HOLLERS. 

HORATIO
(to a bystander)

Where's your livery stable?

BYSTANDER points.

BYSTANDER
Right down there.

They drive through the awe struck crowd.  People clap and
cheer as they follow the Winton.

EXT. ALTURAS LIVERY STABLE -- NIGHT

A gawking crowd surrounds the livery, as all try to get a
peek at the automobile parked in the middle of horse stalls. 
Horatio and Sewell head for the nearest hotel.

SEWELL
The new tires and battery should
have been delivered to the Wells
Fargo station by now.

HORATIO
Good.  Let's get them put on first
thing in the morning.  We should be
able to make Lakeview by noon.

INT. WELLS FARGO STATION -- MORNING

A RECEIVING CLERK, clipboard in hand, gives Horatio the bad
news.

RECEIVING CLERK
No, sir.  Nothing like that's come
in.  No tires or battery.
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MONTAGE - WAITING FOR PARTS IN ALTURAS

-- Young and old crowd around the livery for a peek. 

-- Sewell tries on a brand new set of clothes that fit. 
Horatio pays for them.

-- Horatio writes a letter to Swipes in his hotel room.

-- Horatio mails a letter to Swipes.

-- Horatio watches the Wells Fargo stagecoach unload.  The
Receiving clerk shakes his head "No" to Horatio.

-- Townsfolk gawk as Sewell proudly wipes the Winton's fender. 
His new duds and "local fame" has roused the interest of the
young ladies of Alturas.

-- Horatio mails a letter to Swipes.

-- Horatio runs up to the Wells Fargo receiving dock as the
stage pulls away.  The Clerk shakes his head "No".  Horatio
kicks the dirt.

INT. ALTURAS LIVERY STABLE -- DAY

Sewell shows off the Winton's engine to the locals.

SEWELL
...and the spark igniter makes the
gasoline explode.

Sewell's fingers shoot into the air.

SEWELL
POW!

People jump back...then laugh.

SEWELL
And that pushes a piston and a cam
engages the drive chain and off we
go.

Folks nod with understanding.  A young INQUISITIVE BOY notices
the auto's nickname.

INQUISITIVE BOY
Hey Mister, why do you call it "Miss
Vermont"?

SEWELL
Her.  She's a her not an it and I
don't rightly know.  Maybe because
she's so beautiful.  Don't you think?

Everyone agrees.
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INQUISITIVE BOY
She sure is something.

EXT. VERMONT MANSION -- DAY

White and manicured. 

INT.IMMACULATE HORSE STABLES -- DAY

Swipes sits on a bale of hay reading a letter amidst
thoroughbred horses.

MRS. MARGARET RICHARDSON 50s, Swipe's step-mother, paces
nearby.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Alturas, "Nowhere" 3 miles back of
sundown.  My darling Girl.  I am
rather provoked over our delay. 
This is a bad start-

MRS. RICHARDSON
You've hardly even said "hello" to
me since you got back.

SWIPES
Hello, Mother.

She returns to her reading.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Just as soon as we get decent tires
I'll make a record run home.

MRS. RICHARDSON
I can't believe he would just desert
you like that.

SWIPES
He didn't desert me, Mother.

MRS. RICHARDSON
He's crazy you know.

SWIPES
He sends his love.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Hummmph.  You here all alone, in
your condition.

SWIPES
I'm fine.

MRS. RICHARDSON
How could he do such a thing?
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SWIPES
He doesn't know.

MRS. RICHARDSON
He doesn't know you're pregnant?

SWIPES
He has enough to worry about.  He
doesn't have to worry about me.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Why didn't you tell him?

SWIPES
If I did he would have never done
this.

MRS. RICHARDSON
He should have never done this in
the first place.

SWIPES
You just don't understand him.  He
just wants to contribute.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Contribute to what?

SWIPES
Everyone and everything. 

MRS. RICHARDSON
I have no clue what you're talking
about.

SWIPES
I didn't think you would.  I love
him, mother. Can you understand that?

Mrs. Richardson turns and walks away...still talking.

MRS. RICHARDSON
What in the world is that husband of
yours thinking?

Swipes continues reading as her mother leaves.

HORATIO (V.O.)
I feel confident that Sewell and I
can make it, but oh, how I wish you
were here with me.  I love you and
miss you so.  I am, as always, yours
til death.  Horatio.

Swipes looks forlornly out the window as a tear rolls down
her cheek.
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SWIPES
That's what he's thinking, Mother.

INT. WELLS FARGO STATION -- AFTERNOON

The stagecoach leaves.  No new tires or battery.

HORATIO
(to Receiving Clerk)

That stagecoach comes in from Lakeview
doesn't it?

RECEIVING CLERK
Yes, sir.  It sure does.

HORATIO
How far is that?

RECEIVING CLERK
Fifty, sixty miles.

HORATIO
Thanks.

INT. LIVERY STABLE -- AFTERNOON

Sewell polishes the Winton's fender.  Horatio carries in a
coil of hemp rope. 

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Come on, we need to keep moving.

Horatio wraps the rope around a tire.

EXT. ALTURAS, CALIFORNIA -- DAY

They drive out of town on tires wrapped with rope and tied
with rawhide.  Townsfolk wave their good-byes.

INT. ALTURAS TELEGRAPH OFFICE -- DAY

A telegraph operator TAPS out a message.

INT. LAKEVIEW TELEGRAPH OFFICE -- DAY

A telegraph operator writes down letters as they come DIT,
DIT, DIT & DOT, DOT, DOT, DOTING in.

INSERT WRITING PAD:  AUTOMOBILE HEADED YOUR WAY

EXT. TOWN OF LAKEVIEW STREET -- DAY

The WHOLE TOWN turns out.  Every man, women and child sit on
the keen edge of expectancy as they await the auto's arrival.

SUPER: Lakeview, Oregon / June 2, 1903 / Day 11 
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EXPECTANT LADY
(to her neighbor)

I heard tell that thing might come
roaring through here at over fifty
miles an hour.

NEIGHBOR
I heard more like ninety.  We'll
barely be able to get a look at it.

EXT. WINTON ON A RUT FILLED BUMPY DIRT ROAD -- DAY

Loose, worn rope flies off the tires.  The Winton hits a
deep rut.  The auto's front fender drops scraping on the
tire.  BANG-CLANG-SCRRRRRRAPE.

SEWELL
Feels like we broke a spring.

EXT. EDGE OF TOWN - LAKEVIEW STREET -- DAY

A LOOKOUT BICYCLIST pedals like hell back towards town.  He
skids to a stop and yells.

LOOKOUT BICYCLIST
Here it comes! 

A rush of excitement rolls through the expectant crowd. 
They all surge forward to get the first look.

The lopsided Winton comes into view as it rounds a corner
and limps into town at five miles per hour, then rolls to a
stop in front of the blacksmith shop.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP -- DAY

The Winton is jacked up, wheel off.  Sewell guides the
Blacksmith as he hammers a piece of the broken spring. 
Curious townsfolk circle for a view.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

How much longer?

SEWELL
Maybe tomorrow, but sir, she can't
go on without those new tires.  We'll
have to wait here.

HORATIO
Can't we rewrap them.

Sewell shakes his head "No".

HORATIO
I'll go find her some gasoline.
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INT. HARDWARE STORE -- DAY

Horatio strolls up to the counter.  The STORE CLERK spots
him.

STORE CLERK
Hey, you're that fellow who drove in
on that automobile.

HORATIO
Yes, sir.  One and the same.

Horatio picks some essentials off the shelves.

STORE CLERK
I heard you're a rich fellow from
Vermont trying to be the first to
drive an automobile across the
country.

HORATIO
Have you got any gasoline?

STORE CLERK
Sure do.  I'm a fellow Vermonter.

HORATIO
Really?  Where from?

STORE CLERK
Montpelier.  You?

HORATIO
Burlington.

STORE CLERK
Small world, don't you think?

HORATIO
Humm...not really.  Let me get ten
gallons worth.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP -- DAY

Horatio plops down two five gallon cans of gas beside the
Winton.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

That bastard over at the hardware
store just charged me thirty dollars
for this.  Three dollars a gallon. 
Fellow Vermonter, thinking I'm rich. 
I never did much care for folks from
Montpelier.
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A commotion outside draws their attention.  DOGS GROWL! 
GGGGGRRRR.GGARRRRRRRRRRRR.

INT. / EXT. DOG FIGHT PEN -- DAY

A crude pen encloses two dogs; one a young, light-colored
BULLDOG, the other a  jet-black, street-wise mongrel - BLACKY. 
They growl and circle each other.

Curious bystanders ring the pen and bets fly.  "Two bits on
Blacky"

Horatio and Sewell come over to see what all the fuss is
about.

Blacky waits for the right moment, then pounces - he plants
his canine's into BullDog's neck.  BullDog struggles.  Horatio
jumps into the pen and pulls the dogs apart.

HORATIO
Hey!  Hey!  Stop it!

Blacky nips at Horatio.  Horatio's too quick.  He SNARLS at
Blacky.  Blacky backs down from Horatio's hulk.  Horatio
glares at the seeming CULPRITS who staged the fight.

HORATIO
What do you boys think you're doing?!

CULPRIT
Just having some fun, mister.  We
thought you might like it.

HORATIO
No.  No, it's not something I like.

Horatio controls his anger.

HORATIO
I think you can find better ways to
have fun. 

CULPRIT
Sorry, mister.

HORATIO
All right, then.  Go on.

The crowd disperses while Horatio bends down and picks up
the beaten and injured BullDog.

MONTAGE - WAITING FOR PARTS IN LAKEVIEW 

-- Horatio writes a letter to Swipes.

-- Horatio checks the Wells Fargo station - still no tires.
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-- BullDog lays under the Winton and licks his wounds.  A
bowl of water nearby.  Horatio enters.

SEWELL
He's still here, sir.

Horatio bends down and looks under the car.

HORATIO
How you doing, buddy?

BullDog crawls out.  Horatio checks his wounds.

-- Horatio mails a letter to Swipes.

-- Same old "you know what"...just another day...Still no
tires!  Horatio kicks the dirt and walks away, dejected.

INT. HOTEL ROOM -- DAY

Horatio naps in the middle of the day.  Sewell rushes in and
rouses him.

SEWELL
Good news, sir.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP -- DAY

Four new tires are stacked next to the Winton along with a
new battery.  Horatio rushes to the tires, drops to his knees
and hugs them.

HORATIO
Thank you, thank you, thank you.

EXT. TOWN OF LAKEVIEW STREET -- DAY

Townsfolk gather to say "good-bye" to the duo.  The
SHERIFF(40s), shakes Horatio's hand.

SHERIFF
I heard tell you're planin' on makin'
a dash across the desert.

HORATIO
We need to make up for lost time.

SHERIFF
Be careful, there's no law enforcement
out there.  You could get robbed.

HORATIO
Hell, I just got robbed right here
at your hardware store.

Horatio glares at his fellow Vermonter in the crowd.
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HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Let's go.

Sewell puts the Winton in gear and pulls away.  BARK!  BARK! 
BARK!  BullDog runs alongside the Winton and jumps on board.

HORATIO
Hey!?

Sewell slows.

SEWELL
What do you want me to do?

HORATIO
I don't mind him coming along.  Do
you?

SEWELL
No, sir.

HORATIO
Looks like it's going to be the three
of us.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- DESERT -- DAY

An alkali dust cloud trails behind the Winton.  Nothing but
miles and miles of arid terrain dotted with sage brush and
etched with arroyos and gullies.

BullDog stands on his hind legs; props his front paws across
the top of the dashboard and leans with every twist and turn
as he watches the road ahead.

HORATIO
He's really getting the hang of it.

SEWELL
What do you think we should call
him?

HORATIO
How about "Bud".  Short for buddy.

(to Bud)
Would you like that, Bud?

Horatio leans over and pets BUD.  Bud likes his new name and
in appreciation applies fat, wet licks to Horatio's face.

SEWELL
His eyes are all bloodshot.

HORATIO
Must be the dust.
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Horatio reaches into their supplies and pulls out an extra
set of goggles and places them over Bud's eyes. 

INT. / EXT. WINTON - PARKED -- DESERT -- DAY

The sky blackens as a thunderstorm approaches.

Horatio and Sewell don heavy, rubberized rain-gear.  Huge
raindrops bomb as the wind picks up pace.  Horatio frantically
searches his pockets.

HORATIO
I can't find my billfold.

Then the deluge; gale force winds, THUNDER!  Lightning!

INT. / EXT. WINTON - DRIVING -- DESERT -- DAY

They drive slow in the blinding thunderstorm with no top, no
windshield and only caps and goggles for protection.

SEWELL
I think we're lost.

Horatio looks at his compass and points.

HORATIO
Keep going that way.

MONTAGE - DRIVING THOUGH THE RAIN STORM 

-- They zigzag to avoid rain-filled gullies.

-- Horatio and Sewell push the Winton out of a mudhole.

-- Pelting rain pounds the trio as they slosh onward.  

EXT. RIVER BANK -- PARKED -- NIGHT

Unrelenting rain pounds. The threesome huddle under a tarp
lean-to pulled outward from the edge of the Winton.  Nearby,
a fast-moving, muddy river, swollen to it's banks. 

Horatio checks his compass and crude map.

HORATIO
This must be the Green River.  If we
just keep heading downstream we're
bound to come across somebody.

SEWELL
When was the last time you ate?

HORATIO
Breakfast.
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SEWELL
Me too.  Are you sure there's nothing
to eat?

HORATIO
Positive. 

Horatio smacks a pesky mosquito on the back of his neck.

HORATIO
At least the worst of it is over.

Horatio swats at another mosquito.

HORATIO
It can't get any worse then this.

Horatio's wrong...Bud HEAVES...HEAVES again, then UPCHUCKS.

EXT. PATRIOTIC GRANDSTANDS -- DAY

A polished, black Packard automobile, meticulously packed
for long-distant travel, is parked in front.  Dignitaries,
including MAYOR EUGENE SCHMITZ (40S), sit waiting.

Mr. Packard stands at the edge of the stage in front of the
hushed crowd.

MR.PACKARD
Thank you.  Thank you all for being
here on this historic occasion.

Mr. Packard turns around to the dignitaries.

MR.PACKARD
Mr. Mayor.

Mayor Schmitz walks up and hands Mr. Packard an envelope. 
Mr. Packard holds it in the air for all to see.

MR.PACKARD
I hold in my hand a letter from our
illustrious Mayor Schmitz.  It's
addressed to Mayor Low of New York
City.

News cameras CLICK & FLASH.  Reporters write.

MR.PACKARD
This letter will be hand delivered
to him by my driver, Mister Thomas
Fetch.

Mr. Packard motions to Fetch who stands up on the running
board of the Packard.  He waves as the crowd applauds.
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MR.PACKARD
And it will be taken there on board
a Packard.

Louder applause.

MR.PACKARD
The best damn automobile ever built. 
And riding with Mr. Fetch is Marius
Krarup, distinguished reporter for
Automobile Magazine.

Mr. Packard hands the letter down to Fetch.

FETCH
Mr. Symons isn't here.

MR.PACKARD
If he's not here by now, he's not
coming.  The damn drunk.  Leave
without him.

Fetch takes his place at the steering wheel and Krarup in
the passenger seat.

KARUP
Who's Symons?

FETCH
He was supposed to be our guide out
of San Francisco.  Can you read a
map?

KARUP
I believe I can.

Fetch pushes the starter button and the Packard, CHUG, CHUG,
CHUG, CHUGS to life.  The Mayor leans over to Mr. Packard.

MAYOR SCHMITZ
Who should I be betting on, you or
that Jackson fellow?  He's already
got a months lead on you.

The Packard motors away.

MR.PACKARD
We have support crews waiting with
spare parts and gasoline at every
train stop.  We have a fully equipped
workshop and an expert machinist
following by rail and we've spent
over six months planning this attempt. 
Who do you think you should bet on?
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INT. / EXT. WINTON DRIVING -- RIVER BANK -- AFTERNOON

The rain has relented, only evaporating puddles remain as
the Winton follows the downward course of the river.

SEWELL
What time is it?

Horatio pulls out his pocket watch.

HORATIO
Four-thirty.

SEWELL
Hum, that's a record.

HORATIO
Oh?

SEWELL
I never went this long without food
before.

HORATIO
Me neither.  Getting hungry are ya?

SEWELL
No.  Been hungry.

HORATIO
What's the best meal you've ever
had?  Any favorites?

Sewell ponders.

SEWELL
You mean like at a restaurant?

HORATIO
Any where.

SEWELL
I never did go out much to eat.  I
had a little stove in the back of
the shop and cooked for myself there.

HORATIO
By yourself?

SEWELL
I had my books.

HORATIO
Um,hum.  How about your parents, was
your mom a good cook?
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SEWELL
She sure was, boy, she used to make
the best hamhocks in the world. 

Sewell takes a speculative glance at Bud who suddenly takes
on the appearance of a hamhock.

SEWELL
You've been all over the world.  I
bet you've eaten all kind of exotic
foods.  What's your favorite?

Horatio doesn't have to think long.

HORATIO
My wife's lamb chops.

Horatio takes a speculative look at Bud who looks a lot like
a big lamb chop.

HORATIO
I can almost taste them.

BAAAAAAA - BAAAAA- Sheep bleat in the distance.  BAAAAAAAAAH.

HORATIO
Did you hear that?

The Winton comes over a rise.  There is a flock of sheep and
a Sheepherder's wagon.  The SHEEPHERDER, 30s, is astonished
as the Winton pulls up.

SHEEPHERDER
I ain't seen another soul in near
three weeks, and here you come rollin'
up in one of them horseless carriages. 
Will wonders never cease?

EXT. SHEEPHERDER'S CAMP -- NIGHT

The remnants of a sheep's carcass reside on a spit above the
campfire.  Sewell licks the last juices off his plate.

SEWELL
(to Horatio)

Now, this is the best meal I've ever
had.

Horatio gnaws the last bits of meat off a bone.

HORATIO
It sure comes close.

Horatio stands up, walks to the Winton, and pulls a rifle
out of their supplies.
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HORATIO
(to Sheepherder)

I have no money.  I lost all we had.

He hands the rifle to the reluctant Sheepherder.

HORATIO
I insist.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- DESERT -- MORNING

The Sheepherder holds up his new rifle and waves to the
departing trio.

SHEEPHERDER
(calling out)

Just keep south 'til you see the
railroad tracks.

INT./EXT. WINTON-DESERT -- AFTERNOON

They trudge forward atop loose sand in the middle of nowhere.

HORATIO
How far have we gone?

Sewell checks the cyclometer.

SEWELL
Eight miles since this morning.

Horatio checks his compass.

HORATIO
We're going in the right direction. 

SEWELL
I hope that Sheepherder didn't send
us off to see his relatives.

The Winton's engine SPUTTERS, then COUGHS.

HORATIO
What's she doing?

SPUTTER-COUGH-SPUTTER-SPUTTER-COUGH-COUGH, then conks out.

INT. /EXT. PACKARD AUTOMOBILE - DAY

The Packard zooms along a smooth dirt road that runs parallel
to the iron rails.  A railroad engine, pulling two railcars,
keeps pace.

INT. RAILROAD CAR 

A fully stocked machine shop & extra supplies.
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INT. /EXT. PACKARD AUTOMOBILE

KARUP
How far?

Fetch looks at their cyclometer.

FETCH
Seventy.

Karup notes the time and mileage in a notebook.

KARUP
At this rate we'll have a two-hundred
mile day.

FETCH
Easily.  There is no way in hell
they're going to beat me.

EXT. WINTON-DESERT -- DAY

The Winton sits lifeless in the blazing sun.  Sewell blows
through a rubber fuel-line.  Horatio and Bud snooze under
the Winton.  Sewell wipes out the carburetor with a rag.

SEWELL
That should do it.  It just needs
priming.

Horatio rouses from his nap, gets up and stretches.

HORATIO
Come on Bud, time to go.

Sewell squirts gasoline into the carburetor.  Horatio hops
into the driver's seat.  Sewell prepares to crank the engine.

SEWELL
Ready, sir?

HORATIO
Ready.

Sewell turns the crank.  NOTHING!  Turns it again.  NOTHING!

HORATIO
Now what?

EXT. PARKED PACKARD  -- DAY

The Packard is parked on a rise, a mountain range far off in
the background.  Karup stands behind a camera set up on a
tripod.  Fetch puts a finishing shine on the fender with his
rag, then poses next to the auto.
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FETCH
Let's show your readers what a
professional driver looks like and 
write a good story about me.  Once
I'm famous, I plan on branching out
on my own. 

Karup SNAPS the shutter.

EXT. WINTON-DESERT -- DAY

The Winton's mechanical guts lay about in the sand.  Sewell
shakes his head in frustration.

SEWELL
It has to be that new battery.  She's
just not getting any spark.

HORATIO
You mean they sent us a bad battery?

SEWELL
There's nothing else it could be.

HORATIO
Is there anything we can do to get
her moving?

SEWELL
Nothing.

Sewell spots a horse and cowboy off in the distance and points
him out to Horatio.

SEWELL
Look.

Horatio pulls a pistol out from their provisions.  He fires
it into the air.  BANG!  BANG!  BANG!

The Cowboy looks in their direction and sees two men
frantically waving their arms in the air.

EXT. WINTON-DESERT -- DAY

The Winton is lassoed and towed by the cowboy's horse. 

HORATIO
(to the Cowboy)

We really appreciate this.  I'd be
happy to pay you, but I lost all my
money.

COWBOY
Mister, you don't owe me a thing.

(MORE)
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COWBOY (CONT'D)
When I tell em at the saloon how I
lassoed me one of them horseless
carriages and drug it home with me,
I'll be getting free drinks for a
month.

EXT.  PACKARD -- TOWN - DAY

The Packard pulls into the midst of town dignitaries and a
welcoming crowd.

MONTAGE - TEAM COMPARISONS

-- Fetch and Karup stand in front of the Packard as cameras
flash.  Reporters close in for interviews as the inquisitive
crowd flocks around them.

-- Horatio, Sewell and Cowboy push the lifeless Winton into
a barn.

-- Fetch and Karup eat a succulent meal at a banquet in their
honor.

-- Horatio and Sewell eat a meal of slop at a crude wooden
table surrounded by Cowboy and his family.  Bud seems to
like the slop and Horatio and Sewell feed him theirs.

-- Fetch and Karup prepare for bed in a luxurious hotel room.

-- Horatio and Sewell are shown the farmhouse attic.

INT. FARMHOUSE ATTIC -- NIGHT

The attic door closes shut behind the duo.  Horatio holds up
a lantern and inspects their accommodations.

Horatio pulls back a badly worn woolen blanket to reveal a
dirty straw filled mattress.  He covers his nose.

HORATIO
Oh, God.

SEWELL
Aw, that smells horrible.

HORATIO
I appreciate their hospitality, but
they must have let every 49er passing
by here for the last 30 years sleep
here.

Sewell goes for the attic door.

HORATIO
Where you going?
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SEWELL
I'm going to go sleep under the auto.

HORATIO
You can't do that.

Horatio prevents Sewell from opening the attic door.

SEWELL
Why not?

HORATIO
Do you realize how hospitable this
family has been.  What are you going
to do, go down and tell them the bed
that they've offered us isn't good
enough?

SEWELL
No, sir.  I just thought-

HORATIO
It would embarrass them.

SEWELL
So you're going to sleep here?

HORATIO
Hell, no.  We'll wait until they go
to sleep then we'll both slip off to
the barn.

EXT. FARMHOUSE FARMYARD -- NIGHT

Horatio and Sewell move quietly through the moonlit farmyard. 
The SNORES of Cowboy and his family waft from the house.

INT. / EXT.  BARN -- NIGHT

Bud watches the approaching pair.  They pull their sleeping
gear out of the Winton and settle in.  Sewell notices the
white script on the side of the Winton.  "Miss Vermont"

SEWELL
Back in Alturas a boy asked me why
she's named "Miss Vermont".  I didn't
know what to tell him.

Horatio is amused.

HORATIO
I had just met Swipes-Bertha,well,
back then she was still Bertha.  Her
stepmother always wanted her to-
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INT. AUDITORIUM -- DAY

In the midst of the "Miss Vermont" beauty contest.

BACKSTAGE

Contestants hecticly run about.  In a corner Mrs. Richardson
applies lipstick on Swipes.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Why couldn't you have been...prettier?

SWIPES
Mother!

MRS. RICHARDSON
You're next.

Mrs. Richardson points her finger in Bertha's face.

MRS. RICHARDSON
No mistakes!

ANNOUNCER BOB, 50s, handsome, with salt & pepper hair, calls
out from the stage.

ANNOUNCER BOB
From Burlington, Vermont.  Miss Bertha
Richardson.

ONSTAGE

Bertha enters the stage to mild applause except for one madman
in the back of the room who CLAPS loudly...it's Horatio.

Bertha sits down at an upright piano and plays Beethoven's
"Fur Elise".  It sounds crass and tinny, but to Horatio it
sounds like a virtuoso performance.

BACKSTAGE

Announcer Bob stands beside Mrs. Richardson as she listens
to her step-daughter perform.

ANNOUNCER BOB
How's your husband doing, Mrs.
Richardson?

MRS. RICHARDSON
Not well.

ANNOUNCER BOB
That should be quite an inheritance... 
I mean if he passes.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Yes, it will be.
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Mrs. Richardson keeps her eyes on Bertha. Announcer Bob
reaches down and takes her hand.

ANNOUNCER BOB
If you ever need anything, anything
at all.

ONSTAGE

Swipes hits a sour note and stops mid-song.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Uhhhgggh.

Horatio looks stunned.  Swipes just shrugs it off and smiles.

SWIPES
Ooooops.

She quickly finishes the song in a ragtime style tune, then
jumps up and runs off the stage, but first turns and waves
to Horatio who claps wildly and waves back.

BACKSTAGE

Swipes runs up to her step-mother.

SWIPES
That was fun.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Fun!  What do you think you're doing?

SWIPES
Oh, come on.  This was your idea not
mine.  You know I don't stand a chance
of winning.

ONSTAGE - LATER

A line of pretty girls stand shoulder to shoulder across the
stage.  Swipes stands at the end of the line.  Announcer Bob
holds a crown in his hands, he is flanked by a girl holding
a "Miss Vermont" banner.

Announcer Bob holds his hand over the head of the girl three
down from Swipes.  There is mild applause.  He moves his
hand over the girl standing directly next to Swipes, a
statuesque blond beauty.  The crowd erupts, there's no doubt,
this crowd has picked its winner.

Swipes watches Horatio in the back of the room shaking his
head "No." Shows "thumbs down."

The crowd quiets down and the announcer holds his hand over
Swipes head to mild applause...all except one.  Horatio CLAPS
WILDLY and WHISTLES as loud as he can.
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People turn to see who this madman is.

ANNOUNCER
And our winner from Montpelier, Mary
Ann Hobson.

They place the crown and banner on MARY ANN.  Mary Ann turns
and give Swipes an unexpected hug.  Swipes watches Horatio
the entire time and smiles.

SEWELL (V.O.)
But she didn't win.

BACK TO BARN SCENE - NIGHT

HORATIO
I guess you could say, she won me
that night.  That's when I fell in
love with her.

INT. BARN -- DAY

Horatio sits on a bale of hay playing with COWBOY'S SON, 6.
He has a Chinese "handcuff", a toy which one puts their
fingers into each end.  The harder you pull, the harder it
is to get your fingers out.  The little boy is frustrated as
he pulls harder to free his fingers.

Sewell sits in Miss Vermont and reads a repair manual.  He
has an AHA moment.  COWBOY walks into the barn.

SEWELL
Do you have any fertilizer?

COWBOY
Sure do.

SEWELL
Perfect.

INT. / EXT. MISS VERMONT -- DRIVING -- DESERT -- DAY

Horatio drives down a smooth, flat dirt road.

SEWELL
The farmer's fertilizer has sulfuric
acid in it, when I mixed it with
distilled water and poured it over
the lead plates in the battery, it
produces electricity.  It's her spark
of life.

Horatio bears down on the accelerator.  Sewell and Bud jostle
backward.
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SEWELL
She's really quite amazing, isn't
she, sir?

Sewell holds on as Miss Vermont "flies" down the dusty road,
headed home at top speed (twenty-five miles an hour).

INT. / EXT. WAGON -- DAY

Coming from the other direction, CLYDE AND HIS WIFE clop
along in their horse-drawn wagon.  Clyde's head droops, his
wife sees the approaching dust cloud.

WIFE
Clyde!  Hey, Clyde!

Clyde rouses.  She points.

WIFE
What's that?

Clyde pulls the horses to a halt, jumps down, unhitches the
horses and SHOOS them away from the wagon.  Clyde grabs his
wife and "ducks for cover" behind the wagon.

WIFE
What is it?  

Miss Vermont pulls up next to the wagon, the skittish horses
run away.  Horatio notices the frightened couple.

HORATIO
You okay, Mister?

CLYDE
What the heck?  I thought the train
must a jumped the tracks.

HORATIO
Nope, we're not the train.  Is this
the right way to Rawlings?

CLYDE
Yes, sir.

HORATIO
Thanks.

Miss Vermont motors off.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

They don't come much greener than
that.
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EXT. RAILROAD BRIDGE -- DAY

Miss Vermont bumps over railroad ties as she crosses a river.

EXT. RAWLINS, WYOMING -- DAY

The trio motors into town, smack dab into the middle of a
circus procession. The mud-caked Winton and riders are
mistaken for part of the show. 

SUPER: Rawlins, Wyoming -- June 23, 1903 - Day 32

Horatio motions for Sewell to pull over.  Sewell stops next
to one of the townsfolk.

HORATIO
Where is your finest hotel?

TOWNSPERSON
That would be the Farris.  Down two
blocks and turn right.

HORATIO
Thank you.

Horatio glances back at the approaching elephants.  One of
them drops a load on the dirt street.

HORATIO
Let's stay in front of those
elephants.

They wave to townsfolk as they rejoin the procession.

HORATIO
We're due for a good meal and a good
nights sleep in a soft bed.

SEWELL
Yes, sir, but I thought you lost all
your money.

HORATIO
Damn, I forgot.

Horatio feels his pockets and pulls out a beautiful, gold
pocketwatch on a long, gold chain.

INT. HOTEL FARRIS LOBBY -- DAY

A refined and elegant atmosphere.  The trio's caked on mud
attracts attention as they approach the front desk.

INT. FRONT DESK -- DAY

The DESK CLERK looks up from his reading.
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DESK CLERK
Yes, sir.  May I help you?

HORATIO
I'd like a room for myself and my
companions. 

Desk Clerk looks over the counter to see Bud, still wearing
goggles.

DESK CLERK
The dog is extra.

HORATIO
I lost all my money in the desert.

DESK CLERK
You're going to need money to stay
here.

Horatio hands Desk Clerk the gold pocketwatch.

HORATIO
How much can you give me for it? 

DESK CLERK
I can't give you anything for it. 

HORATIO
It's a damn good watch.  I just need
enough for a couple of rooms and
some meals.

DESK CLERK
Sir, I really-

SEWELL
Don't forget gas.

HORATIO
Yes, gasoline and I need to send a
wire to my wife and we need to get
these clothes laundered.  How much
would that be?

DESK CLERK
More than I can give you.  Sir, I
just work here, I don't own the place.

HORATIO
So, how much could you give me?

Desk Clerk inspects the watch

DESK CLERK
Two dollars.
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HORATIO
Two dollars!  That watch is worth
100 times that amount.

DESK CLERK
I'll give you a room for the night
and five dollars.

Horatio reaches over and lifts the gold chain.

DESK CLERK
Two rooms and ten.

Horatio drops the chain back into the out-stretched hand of
Desk Clerk.

HORATIO
It's a deal.

Desk Clerk pushes the hotel registry and a pen to Horatio
who fills it out.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

I'll go find the telegraph.

DESK CLERK
At the depot.  Three blocks south.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

And you take Miss Vermont to the
nearest livery and give her a good
bath.

SEWELL
Yes, sir.

DESK CLERK
Ah, two blocks straight north, you
can't miss it.  Who you giving a
bath to?

HORATIO
(to Desk Clerk)

I need the ten you owe me.  Two fives,
please.

Desk Clerk slides two fives across the front-desk.  Horatio
hands one to Sewell.

HORATIO
Meet me back here at six.  Go have
some fun.

SEWELL
Yes, sir.
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EXT.  TRAIN DEPOT -- DAY

Horatio enters.

INT. TRAIN DEPOT -- DAY

Horatio stands at the telegraph counter.  EMMA, 20's, a
pretty, female attendant hands him a clipboard and points to
the form on it.  Horatio writes down his message.

EXT. RAWLINGS - STREET -- DAY

Sewell drives.  He hesitantly returns the waves of townsfolk. 
As he approaches the livery stable, Miss Vermont CLANGS,
BANGS, CRUNCHES and GRINDS to a complete STOP.

INT. TRAIN DEPOT -- DAY

Emma counts the last of the letters in Horatio's wire message.

EMMA
That will be four dollars and twenty
cents.

HORATIO
That much?

EMMA
This is a long message.  We charge
per letter.  Maybe you could shorten
it?

Sewell runs in, huffing and puffing.

SEWELL
It's bad sir, real bad.

He notices Emma.  She smiles.

HORATIO
What's wrong?

SEWELL
The stud bolts holding the connecting
rod to the crankshaft sheared off
and pierced through the crankcase
cover.

HORATIO
Can you fix it?

SEWELL
Not without parts from the company.

HORATIO
Just write down everything you need
and we'll wire them.
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Emma hands Sewell a clipboard with a form on it.  She's
smitten.

EMMA
Are you the fellas in that race across
the country?

HORATIO
What race is that?

EMMA
I read they're almost to Salt Lake
City.

HORATIO
What are you talking about?

EMMA
The other fellas trying to be the
first to cross the county.  You didn't
know?

Emma shows Horatio and Sewell the newspaper article about
"The Race Across the Continent" It shows pictures of Fetch &
Karup in front of the Packard and the route they're taking.

INT. WINTON AUTO FACTORY OFFICE -- DAY

From his upstairs office, MR. ALEXANDER WINTON, 40s, oversees
new cars being built on the factory floor.  He is a Scotsman,
with sandy-red hair and long woolly sideburns.

SUPER: WINTON FACTORY - CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Winton's assistant, JENKINS,30s, approaches, telegraph
in hand.

JENKINS
We just got an urgent order for more
parts from that Horatio Nelson Jackson
fellow that I've been telling you
about.

MR. WINTON
(Scottish accent)

How's his progress?

JENKINS
He's made it as far as Rawlings,
Wyoming.

Mr. Winton finds Rawlings on a large wall map.

JENKINS
It certainly would be a coup if one
of our Wintons could be the first to

(MORE)
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JENKINS (CONT'D)
make the crossing.  I'd sure hate to
see Packard win.

MR. WINTON
Me, too, lad.  Me, too.

JENKINS
I just can't understand whatever
possessed him to make such an attempt
without company backing.

Mr. Winton drapes his arm over Jenkins shoulder and with his
other hand puts his finger on Cleveland and draws a line
West.

MR. WINTON
Here's what I want you to do.

INT. HOTEL ROOM -- MORNING

Fetch wipes shaving cream from his face.  Krarup brushes his
teeth.  Fetch hears voices outside and goes to the window.

EXT. DIRT STREET IN FRONT OF HOTEL -- MORNING

A crowd of locals gather around the Packard, some on
horseback, some on bicycles, some in wagons.

A white-haired OLD MINER, 60's, with an ancient, sunworn
face, sits in his four-team wagon, directly behind the
Packard.  Old Miner spits out a gob of black tobacco juice
on the dirt street and continues his talk to the crowd.

OLD MINER
...Dunwoody, Mr. R.J. Dunwoody was
his name.  A retired railroad man. 
He gets this idea, he wants to run
automobile stagecoaches up the
mountains from here to Tahoe City.

Old miner shakes his head "no".

OLD MINER
Didn't ever work.  We all told him
so.  The fool wouldn't listen.  Lost
him a good deal of money.  He bought,
oh, three or four of them steam engine
machines and not a one of 'em could
get enough power to trek up them
steep inclines.  So I'm bettin' that
they ain't gonna make it up-

Everyone hushes as Fetch and Karup exit the hotel.  Karup
climbs into the passenger seat.  Fetch ties their suitcases
onto the back of the Packard, then ties down a tarp over
them.  He looks at the slits that pass for Old Miner's eyes.
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FETCH
Steam engines, did you say?

OLD MINER
That's right.  Not a one of 'em made
it.

FETCH
Well, this ain't a steam engine,
mister.  How about you move that old
crate of yours out of the way. 

Old Miner spits a gob of tobacco near Fetch's foot, then
reins his wagon.  Fetch hops in the driver's seat and pushes
the starter button.  The Packard, CHUG, CHUG, CHUG, CHUGS to
life.

Fetch squeezes the rubber ball on the car horn, HONK, then
backs out.  Townsfolk scurry to follow.

KARUP
An escort!  What a nice neighborly
gesture.

FETCH
I doubt they're going to see us off. 
They're waiting to see if we fail.

CLOPPING horses surround them.  As they near the edge of
town, the horses part, leaving an opening for Fetch to drive
through.

Fetch HONKS, shifts gears and puts the pedal to the metal as
he accelerates past the throng.  Several horses and wagons
give pursuit.  The Packard drives towards the sunrise where
snowcapped mountains loom ominously in the distance.

KARUP
We're headed towards some pretty
steep country.

FETCH
Nothing to worry about, Mr. Karup. 
I had the car modified.

KARUP
How so?

FETCH
I had them put in a special low gear
for climbing.

Fetch adjusts the rearview mirror and glimpses Old Miner's
wagon gaining on them.
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FETCH
Looks like the old-timer's right
behind us.

Karup turns around.  Old miner is on the Packard's rear
bumper.

OLD MINER
Move aside!

KARUP
He wants you to move over.

Fetch moves to one side of the road.  Old miner follows him.

OLD MINER
I said move aside!

Fetch drives the Packard to the other side of the road and
stops.  Old miner pulls his wagon next to the Packard, then
spits a black wad of tobacco juice on the hood.

OLD MINER
Damn machines!  Go to hell!

He slaps the reins and gallops his team back towards town.

KARUP
And a pleasant afternoon to you,
too!

Fetch fetches the canteen, pours water on the spit wad, and
wipes the spot clean with his handkerchief.

KARUP
What a bitter old man.

FETCH
I expect we'll see worse. 

KARUP
Why do you think that?

FETCH
People hate change.  It scares them.

KARUP
This is a marvelous new age we're
entering.  People ought to be excited
about it.

Fetch hops back in and off they go.

FETCH
It'll put a lot of people out of
work.

(MORE)
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FETCH (CONT'D)
Blacksmiths and wagon builders,
automobiles are going to put them
all out of work.

KARUP
They'll just have to change with the
times.

FETCH
Some folks aren't ready for that.

KARUP
I don't think they have much choice.

The Packard motors towards the Rockies.

EXT. VERMONT MANSION PORCH -- DAY

Swipes is delighted as the mailman hands her a letter from
Horatio.  She tears it open.

HORATIO (V.O.)
My darling Swipes.  Just a line to
say that I am still alive. 

SERIES OF SHOTS: RAWLINGS, WYOMING

-- Horatio collects money through the cage window at the
Western Union office.

HORATIO (V.O.)
We had bad luck, but I think the
worst of it is over

-- Bud and Horatio take a bath together.

-- Sewell and Emma enjoy the circus together.

HORATIO (V.O.)
There are others trying to beat us,
but I feel confident we will be the
first.

-- Jenkins rides on a train.  He feels his vest pocket and
pulls out an envelope.  Written on it: "Horatio Nelson
Jackson" 

-- Horatio shops at a dress shop and selects a blue chiffon
dress.  The sales girl places the dress in a box.  Horatio
gives her the address to mail the dress to, then writes a
note on the box lid.

HORATIO
Our parts arrived this morning and
we held divine services in the
Blacksmith shop.
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-- Miss Vermont is propped up as Sewell replaces the crank
case cover.  A small crowd gathers to watch, Emma included.

HORATIO
Soon our auto will be good as new. 

-- Two of the town dignitaries dispute routes as they hand-
draw a map for Horatio.

HORATIO (V.O.)
When we leave in the morning, we'll
make a record run.

-- A crowd gathers around Miss Vermont as they prepare to
depart.  Emma gives Sewell an unexpected hug & kiss.

EXT. VERMONT MANSION VERANDA -- DAY -- BACK TO SCENE

HORATIO (V.O.)
Watch me now, come to you.  With
lots of love for all, I am yours
forever.  Hor-

MRS. RICHARDSON
Now what does he want?

SWIPES
He doesn't want anything, mother, 
except to tell us how much he loves
us.

MRS. RICHARDSON
I know you wired him money.

SWIPES
So?  He needed it.

MRS. RICHARDSON
I read that wire he sent.

Mrs. Richardson lifts up the telegraph wire from a table.

INSERT WIRE: WIR $200 WSTRN UN RAWLING,WYO XO H

MRS. RICHARDSON
What is this gibberish?  He must of
been drunk.

SWIPES
He was not drunk.

MRS. RICHARDSON
He's crazy you know.

SWIPES
That must be why he loves you, Mother.
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MRS. RICHARDSON
Fooey.

EXT. DIRT ROAD HEADING TOWARDS ELK MOUNTAIN -- DAY

Sewell drives down a dirt road, which parallels railroad
tracks, towards a mountain range.

HORATIO
Thank God, this will be the last
mountain range we have to cross until
we reach the Eastern seaboard.

Sewell is lost in thought.

SEWELL
Sorry?

HORATIO
We're headed for some pretty steep
country, after that it's a thousand
miles of flat roads...

SEWELL
How do you know when you fall in
love?

HORATIO
...all the way to-

SEWELL
How do you know...when you're in
love?

HORATIO
Well, uh...do you think you are?

SEWELL
I'm not sure.  You love Swipes, don't
you?

HORATIO
With all my heart and soul.  I would
die for her and I'm hers till death.

SEWELL
Exactly.  How do you come to feel
that way about someone?

Horatio ponders.

HORATIO
Remember when we rounded that bend
near Mount Shasta and you saw that
waterfall for the first time?
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SEWELL
It's absolutely the most beautiful
thing I've ever seen.

HORATIO
It's like that, except you feel that
way every time you see that person. 
Every time.

SEWELL
So love is like looking at a
waterfall?

HORATIO
Not just that.  Remember when Bud
jumped in the motorcar with us?  He
left his old life behind and set off
on a whole new journey.

SEWELL
I'm glad he's here.  I like Bud.

HORATIO
Me too.  And he likes us.

Horatio gives Bud a good pat on the back.  Bud sure likes
that!

HORATIO
It's like that, a mutual thing. 
That's how real love has to be. 

EXT. BASE OF ELK MOUNTAIN -- DAY

Miss Vermont approaches a crew of railroad workers driving
spikes into railroad ties.  All heads turn in amazement. 
Some drop their tools and stare, others whistle and laugh.

Sewell brakes as FOREMAN steps towards the road.

FOREMAN
Where the hell did you guys come
from?

HORATIO
San Francisco.

FOREMAN
San Francisco!  Where you headed?

HORATIO
New York City.

FOREMAN
Where you from?
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HORATIO
Vermont.

FOREMAN
What the hell will you Vermonters do
next?

HORATIO
Is this the right way to Cheyenne?

Foreman points with his head.

FOREMAN
Just the other side of that mountain.

HORATIO
Thank you.

Sewell eyes the railroad crew, a mix of Irish and Chinese
men.  He tips his hat towards the crew and the workers doff
their hats in return.

HORATIO
What do you think?

Sewell's attention is brought back to the mountain in front
of them.  A sharp ascent up a rocky incline with a grade of 
forty-five degrees.

SEWELL
Looks steep.  We'll have to get a
running start.

HORATIO
I'm ready whenever you are.

Sewell presses the pedal to the metal.  Miss Vermont kicks
up dust as she heads for the base of the mountain. 

Up the narrow, rocky roadway she climbs.  Higher-slower-higher-
slower.  Loose rocks fly.  Slower-slower-STOP.  Miss Vermont
SLIDES downward.  Sewell pulls hard on the handbrake.

SEWELL
Quick!  Put rocks under the back
tires.

Horatio scrambles down and finds rocks to jam under the rear
tires.  Miss Vermont slows to a STOP.

SEWELL
When I release the handbrake, give
her a shove, then get ready with
those rocks.
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Sewell revs the engine then releases the handbrake.  Horatio
shoves Miss Vermont and she bolts up the hill another sixty
feet, then slows to a stop.

SEWELL
Hurry!

Horatio rushes up the hillside and shoves rocks under the
tires just as Miss Vermont SLIDES downhill.

SEWELL
One more time.

Sewell revs the engine and releases the handbrake as Horatio
shoves the motorcar.  Miss Vermont bolts up the hill.  Sewell
stops when she reaches the summit.

Horatio, jogs to the top then plants both hands on his knees
as he catches his breath.  He spies the railroad workers
waving their hats and tools in the air.

The distant sound of CHEERS rise from the valley.  Sewell
grins and Horatio chuckles in between gasps for breath.  He
removes his driving cap and bows.  He motions for Sewell.

HORATIO
Come on, take a bow.

Sewell hesitates.

HORATIO
Come on. 

Sewell joins Horatio in theatrical bows to the workers below. 

EXT. DESERT FLATLANDS -- DAY

A metal marker fixed to a post directly next to the railroad
tracks.

INSERT MARKER: 10 MILES OF TRACK LAID IN ONE DAY, APRIL 28TH
1869

KARUP (O.S.)
Must be gettin' close.

Fetch accelerates and follows the tracks.

KARUP
There's history in Promontory.  That's
where they drove in the golden spike. 
It's the place where the
transcontinental railroad came
together.  The Union Pacific and the
Central Pacific.
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FETCH
Yes, I know.

KARUP
There's glory and greatness in
Promontory.  It's a place of
historical achievement.

FETCH
Glory for the place, not the workers.

KARUP
What's that?

FETCH
You can't name the people who did
the work, can you?  But you know
where it was done.

KARUP
What's your point?

FETCH
Same thing with what we're doing, I
reckon.  We do the job, Packard gets
all the glory.

EXT. PROMONTORY, UTAH -- DAY

Fetch drives the Packard over a hill and there sits a pathetic
little runt of a village.  Ten dilapidated one story huts,
all within fifty yards of the railroad tracks.

Two unfazed cowboys sit atop their horses and watch as the
Packard drives closer.  Fetch slows to a stop.

FETCH
How far to Promontory?

TALL COWBOY
You found it.

He points to a railroad tie just below where the horses stand. 
A plaque is embedded in the wooden tie.

KARUP
This is it?

SHORT COWBOY
Not much to speak of, is it?

KARUP
(to himself)

This can't be it?
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FETCH
(to the cowboys)

Which way to the nearest train depot?

TALL COWBOY
I suppose that would be Salt Lake
City.

SHORT COWBOY
It would.

FETCH
Which way.

Both cowboys point in the same direction.

TALL COWBOY
Just follow the tracks, they'll take
you right there.

SHORT COWBOY
You boys ain't from around here, are
you?

Fetch motors onward.

EXT. TOWN SIDEWALK -- DAY

Horatio, Sewell and Bud work their way through a throng of
well-wishers, all wanting to shake hands...and pet Bud.

SUPER: Cheyenne, Wyoming - July 1st - Day 40

INT. INTER OCEAN HOTEL -- DAY

The mudcaked threesome escape into the hotel lobby only to
be approached by two reporters.

WYOMING TRIBUNE
Mr. Jackson, I'm with the Wyoming
Tribune.  Can I get an interview,
sir?

Before Horatio can answer.

CHEYENNE GAZETTE
Hello, Mr. Jackson.  I'm with the
Gazette.  I'd like one as well.

HORATIO
Gentlemen, I will be happy to oblige
you both.  Just give me time to drop
a line to my dear wife, then I'll
meet you here in the lobby, let's
say in an hour.
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REPORTERS
Thank you.

INT. FRONT DESK -- DAY

Horatio signs the registry.

HORATIO
(to DESK CLERK)

Do you have any mail for me.

Desk Clerk pulls three envelopes out of the mail slots and
hands them to Horatio.

HORATIO
(to Sewell)

Get cleaned up and meet me back in
the lobby in an hour.

SEWELL
Why?

HORATIO
Interviews.

SEWELL
It's not me they want to know about.

HORATIO
Sure it is.  This is your story,
too. 

SEWELL
No, it isn't.

HORATIO
Well, just be here in case I forget
something, all right?

SEWELL
All right.

HORATIO
Good.

Horatio bounds up the staircase.

SERIES OF SHOTS: READING SWIPE'S LETTER / INTERVIEWS

-- Horatio rushes into his hotel room and rips open Swipes
letters.

-- Swipes rocks on the porch swing as she reads Horatio's
letter.
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HORATIO (V.O.)
My Darling Swipes: I have just shook
hands and talked to 200 people and
the only way...

-- The reporters delight as Horatio answers their questions.

HORATIO (V.O.)
...I could get away was to say that
I had a little wife at home that was
expecting a letter from me.

-- Horatio laughs out loud as he reads Swipe's letters.

HORATIO (V.O.)
You don't know how glad I was to get
your three dear letters.  They put
new vigor into me, you dear girl.

-- Newspaper photographers take photos of the threesome.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Well, the worst of our trip is over
and although there are others on the
way, we will get there first.

-- Swipes lays in bed as she reads Horatio's letter.

HORATIO (V.O.)
There isn't anyone in the world more
determined to get home than me. 
Just watch me now come to you.

-- Swipes looks out her bedroom window.

EXT. CHEYENNE CITY STREET -- DAY

Sewell drives past townsfolk lining the streets for farewells. 
A town dignitary jogs next to Miss Vermont.

DIGNITARY
Be careful going through those buffalo
wallows.  There's been a lot of rain
to the East.

Dignitary shakes Horatio's hand.

HORATIO
Sure, thanks.

SEWELL
(to Horatio)

What's a buffalo wallow?

Horatio shrugs.
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Well-wishers give back-pats and handshakes to the departing
trio.  Well-wishers shout;

"You can make it!"  "Good luck, we know you can do it!"

"You're going to be the first, I'm betting on it!"

HORATIO
I'm betting on it, too!  Hope we
both win! 

Sewell puts the speed pedal to the metal.  Miss Vermont spews
up a cloud of dust as it passes the city limit sign.

HORATIO
Straight flat roads all the way to
Chicago.  Hip Hip Hooray!

BUD
Bark!  Bark!

INT. SWIPE'S BEDROOM -- DAY

Swipe's mother calls from downstairs.

MRS. RICHARDSON (O.S.)
Bertha!  There's a package for you.

INT. FRONT DOOR - VERMONT MANSION -- DAY

Mrs. Richardson waits with the Postman.  Swipes bounds down
the front stairs to the door, signs a form, and takes
possession of her package.  Postman leaves.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Now what?

Swipes tears off the brown wrapping paper revealing a box
inside.  Written on it:

INSERT BOX: DO NOT OPEN UNTIL JULY 6TH

MRS. RICHARDSON
Well, open it.

SWIPES
I will not.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Why?  Because he wrote not to on it?

SWIPES
That's exactly why.

MRS. RICHARDSON
What's so special about July 6th?
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SWIPES
That's our anniversary.

MRS. RICHARDSON
But he won't even be here.

Swipes pats her heart.

SWIPES
He's here right now.

Mrs. Richardson walks away shaking her head.

MRS. RICHARDSON
I don't know what you ever saw in
that man?

Swipes hugs her package.

EXT. THE GREAT PLAINS, WYOMING -- DAY

Sewell drives along a rut-filled muddy dirt excuse for a
road.  A large, round, watery, mudhole juts across the road
before them.  Sewell slows to a stop.

SEWELL
You suppose this is one of those
buffalo wallows?

Horatio stands up in Miss Vermont, shades his eyes and looks
around.

HORATIO
I don't see any buffalo.

SEWELL
There's no way around it.

HORATIO
Go through it then.

Sewell puts her in gear, heads straight into the mudhole,
and gets bogged down in the muck.  Horatio rolls up his pant
legs, grabs Bud, heads for shore, places Bud down and returns
to help Sewell tie the block & tackle around the front bumper.

Bud jumps in the mud hole and makes his way back to help. 
He grabs the rope in his mouth.

Series of shots: GETTING THROUGH THE BUFFALO WALLOWS

-- Horatio ties the block and tackle to a nearby barbed-wire
fence post.

-- Sewell, Horatio & Bud congratulate each other after pulling
Miss Vermont from the buffalo wallow.
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-- Stuck in another buffalo wallow.

-- Sewell uses the block & tackle rope, wrapped around the
axle, to winch the auto from another buffalo wallow.

EXT. WESTERN PLAINS, WYOMING -- DAY

Sewell drives.  The mud-caked trio approach a horse-drawn
wagon driven by a WELL-DRESSED WAGON DRIVER.  They both stop,
facing one another.  Dirt banks on each side of the road
block them in.

HORATIO
Good afternoon.

WAGON DRIVER
Same to you.  I was hoping to run
into you.

HORATIO
Sorry?

WAGON DRIVER
The telegraph operator said you were
headed this way, so I was hoping to
run in to you on my way back to
Cheyenne.

HORATIO
How much farther to Archer?

WAGON DRIVER
About six  miles.  Keep an eye on
the telegraph wires, they'll lead
you right into town.  Everybody's
waiting.

HORATIO
Thanks.

WAGON DRIVER
Have much trouble gettin' through
those buffalo wallows?

HORATIO
No, not really.  How's the hotel in
Archer?

WAGON DRIVER
Ha, I take it you've never been there?

HORATIO
Not yet.

WAGON DRIVER
I heard tell you're headed towards
home.
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HORATIO
That's right.

WAGON DRIVER
Me, too.  How you reckon we can get
around each other?

SEWELL
I could back up.

WAGON DRIVER
That thing goes backwards?

SEWELL
Oh, yea, sure it does.

WAGON DRIVER
That's all right.  There's a spot
back this a way.

Wagon Driver pulls back on his reins and skillfully backs
his wagon to a wider section on the road.  Miss Vermont pulls
up next to the wagon.

WAGON DRIVER
Be careful getting home.

HORATIO
Same to you.

Wagon Driver slaps his reins as Miss Vermont motors onward.

EXT. PACKARD -- DAY

Fetch drives down a barren, rut-filled dirt road which gives
way to a well-maintained road lined with poplar trees.

KARUP
I was beginning to think I might
never see a tree again.

Fetch slows to a stop at the sight of an approaching motorcar,
driven by a JOLLY STRANGER, 30s.

FETCH
An Oldsmobile.

Jolly Stranger stops and tips his hat.

JOLLY STRANGER
Good afternoon.

KARUP
Good day to you, friend.
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JOLLY STRANGER
I know most everyone who owns a
motorcar in these parts.  Where may
I ask are you from?

KARUP
San Francisco, on our way to New
York City.

JOLLY STRANGER
So you're the fellows the Packard
company sent to cross the country.

KARUP
That's right.

FETCH
How are the roads into Salt Lake
City?

JOLLY STRANGER
You'll find fair driving all the
way, beyond that, I can't say. 

FETCH
Fine looking machine.

JOLLY STRANGER
Thanks.  Good day, and good luck.

Jolly Stranger tips his hat, then motors off.

EXT. ARCHER OUTSKIRTS -- DAY

Sewell follows the telegraph lines which lead into a small
railroad depot.  The rest of the town is composed of large
and small tents, a livestock corral, all surrounded by acres
and acres of plowed farmland.

SUPER: Archer, Wyoming - July 4th Independence Day - Day 43 

All forty of Archer's residents, composed of a mix of male
and female farmworkers watch as Miss Vermont approaches.

Miss Vermont CLANGS, BANGS, CRUNCHES and GRINDS to a complete
stop.  Sewell jumps down and inspects her.

SEWELL
Her other stud bolt pierced through
the crankcase cover.  We're going to
need new parts again from the factory.

Horatio hops down for a look, then motions for help from the
waiting crowd.
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EXT. ARCHER -- DAY

DOC, 40s, bespectacled, with short cropped hair and a long
beard, points at Workmen DAVE, 20s and JAKE, 20s, then waves
them forward.

DOC
You two, come on.

The trio jog to Miss Vermont.

EXT. STRANDED WINTON

Doc approaches with hand extended. 

DOC
Welcome to Archer.  I'm Doc and this
is Jake and Dave.

DAVE & JAKE
Howdy.  Hello

HORATIO
Can you help push her?

DOC
Sure.

The five push Miss Vermont.

HORATIO
What is this place?

DOC
You mean Archer?

HORATIO
I've never seen anything like it.

DOC
Officially, we're called the Archer
Field Station.  We're an experimental
farm, set up by the Department of
Agriculture.

HORATIO
So you're government run.

DOC
I'm in charge if you need anything.

HORATIO
I need to wire for new parts.

DOC
We can do that.
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EXT. SALT LAKE CITY - TOWN SQUARE GAZEBO - NIGHT

The Independence Day ceremonies are in full swing as a
DISTINGUISHED GENT with a booming voice recites the
Declaration of Independence.

DISTIGUISED GENT
...political bands which have
connected them with another, and to
assume among the powers of the
earth...

Fetch and Karup stand near the Packard, listening. 

SHERIFF YOUNG, 50s, a large, barrel-chested man with salt
and pepper hair and mustache, inspects the Packard.  He wears
a Stetson hat, polished boots, and a prominent badge on the
lapel of his waistcoat.

His three younger deputies wear holstered pistols and badges
in plain sight. 

EXT. ARCHER -- CAMPFIRE -- NIGHT

Doc stands in front of a long, picnic table as he recites.

DOC
We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with...

EXT. SALT LAKE CITY - TOWN SQUARE GAZEBO - NIGHT

Fetch notices the policemen milling around the Packard.

FETCH
Can I help you, gentlemen?

SHERIFF YOUNG
Mister Tom Fetch?

FETCH
That's right.

SHERIFF YOUNG
I'm Sheriff Young, and these are my
deputies.

Acknowledging nods.  Sheriff Young hands Fetch a folded up
piece of paper.

SHERIFF YOUNG
Sorry, mister, but I have an order
to confiscate your motorcar.
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FETCH
What?

SHERIFF YOUNG
A judge in San Francisco has ordered
that I impound this automobile.

Fetch hurries to unfold the paper and read the legalese.

SHERIFF YOUNG
There's been a claim for damages
against your company.

Karup is engrossed as he listens to the reading of the
Declaration.

FETCH
Mister Karup!

Karup snaps to, then joins them.

KARUP
Is there something wrong, friends?

FETCH
He says they're gonna take the car
away from us!

Fetch hands Karup the legal document.

SHERIFF YOUNG
I have to take the motorcar as
security.

Fetch looks over Karup's shoulder as he deciphers the court
order.

FETCH
What do they mean, claim for damages? 
Who did we damage?

KARUP
Says here, Charles Symons.

FETCH
He's the man Mister Packard hired to
guide us out of San Francisco.

KARUP
He's suing the company for lost wages. 
He claims you took off without him.

FETCH
Horseshit!  He never showed up!

Fetch's eyes bulge as he gnashes his teeth.
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FETCH
That no-good son of a bitch!

SHERIFF YOUNG
I'm going to warn you not to curse
in public, sir.  This is a Mormon
community.  We don't take kindly to
such gutter talk.

Fetch's jaw tightens.

KARUP
We need to contact Mr. Packard.

SHERIFF YOUNG
You can send a telegram or whatever
you wish, but we still have to take
the motorcar.

KARUP
(to Fetch)

What are we going to do?

SHERIFF YOUNG
What he's going to do is turn over
the automobile.  I'm sorry, but that's
the way it is.

Karup reluctantly nods his compliance.  Sheriff Young eyes
Fetch.  Fetch bows his head and sighs.

FETCH
Okay, take it.

Sheriff Young motions his deputies towards the car.  They
stand next to the Packard and shift their feet as they scratch
their heads.

DEPUTY #1
Uh, we don't know how to operate it.

Sheriff Young looks to Fetch and Karup.

SHERIFF YOUNG
Would one of you gentlemen drive it
for us?

Fetch slouches against the Packard, slides down until his
rear-end touches the ground, then drops his head into his
hands.

Fireworks fly skyward and burst into an array of colors.

EXT. ARCHER -- NIGHT

Horatio, Jake, Doc, Sewell and others watch as several men
set off quarter sticks of dynamite and fireworks.
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JAKE
(to Horatio)

I heard you're going home to your
wife.

HORATIO
As quick as I can get there.

JAKE
Hell, if I had a little lady waiting
at home for me, I'd be on the first
train out of here.  'Ceptin' I ain't
got one.  Not yet, anyway.

Jake spots Sally, 20s, as she watches the fireworks.  He
sneaks up behind her and tickles her waist.  Startled, she
turns to see him, smiles, then attempts to tickle him back.   

DOC
I always thought the railroad was
going to put the horse out of
business, but I think this automobile
is gonna do the trick.

Horatio forlornly watches Jake & Sally enjoying the fireworks.

DOC
You know, Horatio, what you're doing
is a wonderful thing.

Horatio looks towards the train station, then back at the
lifeless Winton.

HORATIO
Um hum.

DOC
It's like America is a big compass
and it's been pointing in one
direction for a long time now and
then you and the automobile come
along and America is headed off in a
whole new direction.

SEWELL
There's no stopping technology. 
According to the journals, we'll all
be flying soon.

A few of the men laugh.

DOC
You're kidding.

SEWELL
No, sir.  It's all based on a
principle called aerodynamics.
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DOC
Things are changing so fast, it'll
make your head spin.

EXT. ARCHER - TABLE NEAR DEPOT -- DAY

Horatio sits alone at a picnic table, caught in the midst of
a daydream, he stares off in the distance, a half-written
letter lays before him.  Doc walks nearby.

DOC
Still waiting on the train?

Horatio doesn't move.

DOC
Huph!

Horatio doesn't move.

DOC
Horatio!

Horatio comes to.

HORATIO
Hello, Doc.

DOC
Thinking about your parts gettin'
here?

HORATIO
No.  I was thinking how beautiful my
wife looks in her brand new blue
dress.

Doc scratches his head. 

HORATIO
Today's our anniversary.

DOC
Oh.  It's  nice to have a special
day to celebrate with someone.

HORATIO
It sure is.

Horatio returns to his writing.

INT. VERMONT MANSION BEDROOM -- DAY

Swipes, primps in front of a stand-up mirror, in her new
blue dress.  She extends her hand forward as if to get kissed. 
She giggles then gives her imaginary Horatio a big hug. 
Mother enters.
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MRS. RICHARDSON
Now what are you doing?

Swipes shrugs her shoulders.

SWIPES
I don't know.  What are you doing?

MRS. RICHARDSON
Why are you supporting him like you
do?

SWIPES
Because I love him.

MRS. RICHARDSON
I know you've been giving him money.

SWIPES
Is this about money, mother?  Do you
need some money?

MRS. RICHARDSON
Why your father gave you all the
inheritance, I'll never understand.

SWIPES
Maybe he knew I would spend it on
the right things.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Like what?  Some hair-brained idea
your husband came up with?

SWIPES
No, like being happy with the man I
love.  I guess you wouldn't understand
that.

MRS. RICHARDSON
Humph.

SWIPES
Maybe you should figure out what you
want before it's too late.  It can
be a wonderful life if you would
just let it.

Mrs. Richardson storms out.  Swipes bows and extends her
hand to the pretend Horatio in the mirror.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Well, four years.  They have been
very short and dear ones to me.  You
have done everything in the world to
make me happy.  I shall think of you
a good deal today, as I always do.
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EXT. ARCHER - DEPOT -- DAY

Horatio jogs next to the slowing locomotive as it approaches
the depot.  Horatio calls up to the CONDUCTOR.

HORATIO
Well?

Conductor nods.

CONDUCTOR
We got em, Horatio!

HORATIO
Yeah!

Horatio stops and pulls the letter from his vest pocket.  He
writes.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Thank you for the wonderful
anniversary present.  I shall just
tear up the ground until I can be
with you.  With lots of love to all,
I am yours.

Horatio begins to fold the letter, then adds.

HORATIO (V.O.)
P.S. You look so beautiful in your
new blue dress.

Horatio folds the letter into an envelope and licks it shut.

EXT. ARCHER - MORNING

Sewell drives.  Horatio turns around and waves a final
farewell to the early risers of Archer.

Doc points at them and calls out.

DOC
History in the making!

SERIES OF SHOTS: FETCH & KARUP GET THE PACKARD BACK

-- Fetch and Karup sign release forms at the Police Station.

-- Fetch and Karup drive out of Salt Lake City

EXT. MISS VERMONT DRIVING ON A RUT FILLED BUMPY DIRT ROAD -
DAY

Torrential rain pounds, winds whip, and lighting lashes. 
The trio wear their rain gear.  Horatio drives.
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HORATIO
How far have we gone today?

Sewell looks at the cyclometer and quickly figures.

SEWELL
Sixteen miles.

EXT. PACKARD -- DAY

The Packard flies down smooth, flat roads.  Karup makes
notations in a ledger.

FETCH
Have you heard anymore about Jackson?

KARUP
He was broke down somewhere east of
Cheyenne.

FETCH
From what I figure, once we get into
Nebraska, we'll both be on the same
route.

KARUP
At this rate, we'll get there well
ahead of him. By the end of the day
we should make 250 miles.

EXT. WINTON IN RAINSTORM -- DAY

Miss Vermont sloshes down a mud-packed road, then coasts to
a stop.  Sewell gets down to inspect.

SEWELL
We broke an axle.

HORATIO
Can we fix it?

SEWELL
Not without a blacksmith.

EXT. FARMHOUSE PORCH -- DAY

The wet, mud-streaked trio stand before the front door. 
KNOCK, KNOCK.  FARMWIFE,40s opens the door.

HORATIO
Good afternoon, ma'am.  We were just-

FARMWIFE
We don't give no hand-outs.

She slams the door.  The trio stand perplexed.  The door re-
opens.  FARMER pulls up his suspenders.
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FARMER
Hello, gentlemen.  Can I help you?

HORATIO
I hope so.  Where's your nearest
blacksmith?

FARMER
That would be in Kearny.  What seems
to be the problem?

SEWELL
We broke an axle on our auto.

FARMER
Auto?  You have an automobile?

SEWELL
Yes, sir.

FARMER
I read about them.  Mind if I take a
look?

SEWELL
I'd be happy to show her to you.

Farmer dons his raincoat hanging on a nearby peg.  Sewell
and Farmer head towards the auto.

Farmer's curious, YOUNG SON makes his way onto the porch. 
Horatio pulls the "Chinese Finger Handcuff" from his pocket
and shows it to him.  Farmer's Wife watches from inside. 

EXT. BROKE DOWN WINTON ON MUDDY ROAD -- DAY

Sewell shows Farmer the broken axle.

EXT. FRONT PORCH FARM HOUSE -- DAY

Sewell and Farmer return.

HORATIO
How long will it take to fix?

SEWELL
Hopefully, just a couple of days. 
We'll have to take it off and get it
to the blacksmith.

Sewell watches Horatio and Young Son play with the "Chinese
finger toy."

SEWELL
(to Horatio)

Sir, you're a genius.
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Horatio thinks it over. 

HORATIO
Thank you.

SEWELL
(to Farmer)

Do you have some pipe?

FARMER
Sure, plenty.

Sewell takes the finger toy and inserts both of his index
fingers into each end.

SEWELL
We'll stick both ends of the axle
inside a pipe.

Horatio hops to his feet.

HORATIO
You're the genius.  Let's go.

EXT. WINTON IN RAINSTORM -- DAY

Rain pelts the trio as Miss Vermont slogs through mud. 
Daylight peeks through the black clouds ahead.

HORATIO
Look.  Clear skies.

Like the parting of the Red Sea, Miss Vermont drives through
the edge of the storm.  Sun shines; a rainbow; dry flat roads
ahead.  Horatio floors it.

SERIES OF SHOTS: THE RACE IS ON

-- Miss Vermont kicks up a dusty trail as she flies past
waving fields of wheat.

-- The curious flock around Miss Vermont, parked in front of
a hardware store.  Sewell pours gasoline into the fuel tank
as Horatio gets directions from the store proprietor.

SUPER: JULY 9th - North Platte, Nebraska - Day 48

-- Fetch and Karup eat at a railroad depot diner.

-- Mechanics check over the Packard and fill her with fuel.

-- Horatio drives along a long flat stretch of farmland road. 
A farm family sit waiting next to the roadside and wave an
American flag as Horatio drives past.

-- The entire town flocks to see Miss Vermont's arrival.
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INT. HOTEL BALLROOM -- DAY

Reporters scribble, photographers shoot.

SUPER:  July 12th - Omaha, Nebraska - Day 51

HORATIO
...and I would advise anyone who's
figuring on making the trip to figure
out their expenses and multiply that
by...

Horatio looks around, as everyone hangs on his every word.

HORATIO
...twenty.

The reporters laugh, Horatio smiles as he stands and pulls
unopened envelopes from his vest pocket.

HORATIO
Gentlemen, I have six letters
patiently waiting for me to read,
then I have to write one of my own,
so, it's off to bed. 

There's a commotion in the rear of the tightly packed room,
as someone pushes their way through.

MR.JENKINS
Excuse me.  Excuse me.

Jenkins emerges in front of Horatio.

JENKINS
Hello.  Mr. Jackson?

HORATIO
Yes, sir.

Jenkins extends his hand.

JENKINS
I'm Stanley Jenkins.  I work for
Alexander Winton.  He sent me here
to give you this.

Jenkins hands an envelope to Horatio.  He opens it.

JENKINS
Mr. Winton wants to offer you the
same support as the Packard team. 
We'll place men, parts and supplies
along the railroad line at our
expense.  We'll also map out a
complete route and itinerary for you
to follow.
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Horatio holds out the letter so Sewell can read along.  Sewell
points something out to Horatio.

SEWELL
It says they'll give her a complete
overhaul.

JENKINS
From top to bottom and end to end.

HORATIO
That's quite an offer, Mr...

JENKINS
Jenkins.

HORATIO
Let me sleep on it.

Horatio shakes Jenkins hand again, and speaks to everyone.

HORATIO
Thank you all for your time.  It's
been a pleasure, but I've got to
write my dear wife a letter.  So I
suggest...you all go do the same.

Reporters laugh.  Horatio turns to Jenkins.

HORATIO
See you in the morning.

JENKINS
A complete overhaul.

HORATIO
Yes, I know.

Series of shots: Horatio & Swipes / Jenkins

-- Swipes reads Horatio's letter at the dinner table.

HORATIO (V.O.)
You naughty girl - I have lost six
hours of valuable time reading your
dear letters when I ought to be
working on the car -

-- Horatio lays on the hotel bed, and laughs out loud as he
reads Swipe's letters.

HORATIO (V.O.)
- but I can tell you, I was damn
glad to get them.

-- Horatio and Jenkins talk as Sewell checks the oil level
on Miss Vermont.
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HORATIO (V.O.)
I have informed them that we have
made the trip so far without their
assistance and thought that perhaps
we two greenhorns could do the rest
of it on our own.

-- Jenkins looks dumfound and shakes his head.  Horatio hops
into Miss Vermont, and waves "good-bye" to townsfolk.

HORATIO
Winton's man cannot understand how
we made it.  Yours til death. 
Horatio.

SERIES OF SHOTS: THE RACE CONTINUES

-- Sewell drives. 

SUPER: July 14th - Through Marshalltown, Iowa - Day 53

-- Horatio drives.

SUPER: July 16th  - Through Dixon, Illinois - Day 55

EXT. ROAD APPROACHING LARGE CITY - DAY

MR. DIXON AND MR. GRAYSON stand next to the "Chicago City
Limits" sign waving their hats.

SUPER: JULY 17th - Chicago, Illinois - Day 56

Sewell slows to a stop as the men approach with broad smiles
and hands extended.

MR. DIXON
Good heavens, you made it!

BUD
Grrrrrrrrrrrrrr.  Bark, bark.

The men stop dead.  Horatio picks up Bud and holds him on
his lap.

HORATIO
(to Bud)

It's OK, Bud.  We've reached
civilization.

(to Gentlemen)
Top of the morning to you!

Horatio extends his hand.  The men approach.  The taller
gentleman pumps Horatio's hand.
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MR. DIXON
I'm Charles Dixon, President of the
Chicago Automobile Club and this is
Robert Grayson.  He owns the local
branch of the Winton Motor Carriage
Company.

Grayson steps up to shake Horatio's hand.

MR. GRAYSON
I'm pleased and honored to make your
acquaintance.

HORATIO
The pleasure's mine, gentlemen.

MR. DIXON
Have you had any problems?

HORATIO
None to speak of.

MR. DIXON
Oh.

HORATIO
It would take too long if I did.

They chuckle.  A Message Boy approaches.

MESSAGE BOY
Horatio Nelson Jackson?

HORATIO
Yes.

Message Boy hands the telegram to Horatio.  Horatio gives
him a tip, then peels the envelope open.

INSERT TELEGRAM: PACKARD CLOSING IN FAST - JENKINS

Horatio hands the telegram to Sewell.

MR. GRAYSON
We have arranged a reception for you
and we'll get your motorcar fully
serviced at the shop.

HORATIO
Not necessary, she's in excellent
condition.

MR. GRAYSON
But surely, you'll want new supplies
of water, fuel and oil.

Horatio glances to Sewell, who nods.
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HORATIO
Yes, that will be acceptable, other
than that, we have no need of repairs. 
Mr. Crocker here is quite adept at
keeping our auto in peak shape.

MR. DIXON
Yes, sir.  Let's be off, shall we?

HORATIO
Lead the way, but not too fast.  We
don't want to break any speed laws
and get ourselves arrested.

The gentlemen chuckle as they don their driving goggles.

SERIES OF SHOTS: CHICAGO

-- City officials and hero worshipers honor Horatio, Sewell
and Bud at the reception. 

-- Horatio, Sewell and Bud pose as newspaper photographers
snap away.

-- Horatio writes at his hotel desk.

-- Sewell turns in.

-- Chicago goes to sleep.

EXT. CHICAGO STREET -- NIGHT

The Packard drives down darkened streets.  Karup points out 
Miss Vermont.

KARUP
Is that Jackson's auto?

Fetch gets a good look as he drives past.

FETCH
Yeah, that's it.

Fetch pulls over and stops.

KARUP
What are you doing?

Fetch opens his toolbox...

FETCH
Never you mind.

...and pulls out an ice pick.

STREET CORNER NEAR MISS VERMONT 
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Fetch slithers closer to Miss Vermont.  He reaches inside
his jacket pocket and slides out the ice pick, he draws back-

BUD
BARK!  GRRRRRRR!  BARK!  GRRRR!

Fetch falls backwards.  Bud jumps down.  Fetch holds out the
ice pick.

FETCH
Stay back.

BUD
GRRRRRRRRR!  BARK!

Fetch carefully gets to his feet keeping a close eye on Bud. 
Bud tries for Fetch's ankle.  Fetch is too quick as he turns
and runs.  Bud tries to catch up.

BUD
BARK!  BARK!

Fetch jumps into the Packard and hits the ignition switch.

KARUP
What happened?

Bud catches up.

BUD
BARK!  BARK!  BARK!

Fetch takes off.  Bud hot on his bumper.

BUD
BARK!  BARK!

EXT. CHICAGO STREET -- DAY

Horatio and Sewell carry their luggage past a caravan of
automobile enthusiasts gathered to escort them on their
departure.

BYSTANDER
There's word out about the Packard
team driving through here last night. 
Looks like they got ahead of you.

HORATIO
Thanks.

Horatio looks around.

HORATIO
Where's Bud?  Bud!  Has anyone seen
our bulldog?
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Everyone looks around.

HORATIO
Bud!  Bud!

SERIES OF SHOTS: THE SEARCH FOR BUD IS ON

-- Horatio, Sewell and volunteers scour the city.  Looking
in alleys.

-- Playgrounds.

-- Butcher shops.

-- City parks. 

EXT. ALLEY WAY -- DAY

Sweat pours and sleeves are rolled up.

SEWELL
It's been four hours. 

HORATIO
Keep looking.

SEWELL
What if we don't find him?

HORATIO
We'll find him.  We're not leaving
without him. 

Horatio looks frantic.

HORATIO
Bud!  Bud!  Where are you?!

BUD (O.S.)
Bark!  Bark!

Horatio hushes.

HORATIO
Shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...

BUD (O.S.)
Bark!  Bark!

Horatio hears Bud's familiar bark in the distance.  He runs
towards it, and sees Bud playing with a female bulldog.

HORATIO
Bud!

Bud trots to Horatio, and sits at his feet.  Horatio hugs
him.  Then scolds him with a pointed finger.
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HORATIO
You've been a bad boy.

Bud licks Horatio's finger.

HORATIO
Let's go!

Horatio turn and runs.  Sewell and Bud hot on his heels.

SEWELL
(to Bud)

Love em and leave em.  I see how you
are.

BUD
Bark!  Bark!

EXT. SOUTH BEND, INDIANA CITY LIMITS -- DAY

Horatio slows.  CAR OWNERS line the roadside.  Sewell points
out various models as they drive past.

SUPER:  July 18th  - South Bend, Indiana - Day 57

SEWELL
That's a Studebaker.  It runs on
battery power.  That one is a Stanley
Steamer.  It runs on steam.

HORATIO
You mean it runs on water?  Think of
all the money we would have saved,
not buying gasoline.

SEWELL
They haven't perfected them yet. 
Maybe someday.

One CAR OWNER stands in the middle of the road, hands wave
over his head.  Horatio stops.

CAR OWNER
Doctor Horatio Nelson Jackson?

HORATIO
That would be me.

CAR OWNER
Welcome to South Bend.  It would be
a great honor if you lead the way.

Car owner takes off his hat and regally bows.

HORATIO
Any word on the Packard team?
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CAR OWNER
They passed through about two hours
ago. 

Miss Vermont leads a procession of cars into the city.  HORNS
HONK.  Throngs of townsfolk line the streets and wave American
flags.  It looks like the town's park has been set up in
their honor.  Horatio keeps going.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Disappointment was keen today as Mr.
Jackson tore through town without
stopping.  Mr. Jackson is on a quest
to be the first to travel through a
country never before touched by an
automobile.  He is on his way home
to...

(trails off)

EXT. ROADSIDE NEAR CLEVELAND CITY LIMITS - DAY

A large contingent of Wintons line the road.  Alexander Winton
and Horatio pose for a handshake as photographers snap photos. 
Horatio looks a wreak.

SUPER: July 20th - Cleveland, Ohio - Day 59

HORATIO
Where are they?

MR. WINTON
The Packard team put up for the night. 
Looks like you could use a meal and
a good nights sleep, too.

HORATIO
We have to keep going.

MR. WINTON
You're a mess.  Have you looked in a
mirror lately?

Horatio looks to Sewell.

HORATIO
How is she doing?

SEWELL
She could use a change of oil. 

Mr. Winton lays his hand on the fender of Miss Vermont.

MR. WINTON
(to Horatio)

It would be an honor if you let us
do that for you. 
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Horatio shakes Mr. Winton's hand then hops in Miss Vermont. 
Sewell puts her in gear.  Horatio shakes well-wishers'
extended hands as they slowly motor past the waiting convoy. 
The procession heads into the city.

INT. HOLENDEN HOTEL BALLROOM -- NIGHT

Horatio, Sewell, and Bud dine as honored guests at a banquet. 
Horatio leans towards Mr. Winton.

HORATIO
No hard feelings about turning down
your offer. 

MR. WINTON
None taken.  It's your independence
that makes your story all the more
compelling.  Where to next?

HORATIO
From here to Buffalo, we'll cross to
Albany on the new state road.

MR. WINTON
I would think the Packard team is
going to take a route through
Pennsylvania.  It's shorter.

HORATIO
I've had enough of the mountains. 
We'll take our chances on flatter
roads.

SERIES OF SHOTS: HORATIO & SWIPES

-- Swipes sits on the veranda and reads Horatio's letter.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Well old girl, I have brought the
car to it's birthplace and a great
reception it got.

-- Mr. Winton and well-wishers watch the early morning
departure of Miss Vermont.

HORATIO (V.O.)
I am tired and damn anxious to get
you in my arms. 

-- Horatio drives in a torrential downpour.

HORATIO (V.O.)
Watch me now come to you.
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INT. SUPPLY RAILCAR -- DAY

The Pay Master passes out pay checks to Fetch and Karup. 
Karup opens and reads a telegram.

KARUP
This is curious.

FETCH
What's that?

KARUP
They want us to veer off course and
take a new route through the
mountains.

Karup opens a box filled with film canisters.

KARUP
The advertising department wants new
photos of the auto with mountains
and waterfalls in the background. 
No people.  Just the auto.

FETCH
Who gives a horseshit!  What about
the race?

KARUP
The company must know what they're
doing.

FETCH
Screw the company. 

Karup laughs.

KARUP
You'd better look at who signed your
paycheck. How old did you say your
son was?

FETCH
Seven.

KARUP
You'd better think what's best for
your family before you do anything
rash.

FETCH
Have you ever heard of the Golden
Rule, Mr. Karup?

KARUP
Not sure what you mean?
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FETCH
Whoever has all the gold makes all
the rules.

Fetch grabs a tire and flings it against the side of the
railcar.

EXT. WINTON -- NIGHT

Horatio drives down a moonlit roadway.

SUPER: West of Rochester, New York - July 22 - Day 61

HORATIO
Unless she has a total breakdown, I
don't see anyway we can't at least
finish.

SEWELL
She's running perfectly.

HORATIO
So, have you learned anything?

Sewell ponders.

SEWELL
I've learned a lot.  A lot more than
I could ever have gotten from a book.

HORATIO
I couldn't have done it without you...

Horatio rubs the dashboard.

HORATIO
...and neither could she.  You should
be proud.

Horatio cocks his hand like a hatchet.

HORATIO
Well, the worst of it is over, it's
clear sailing all the way hom -

BAM! Miss Vermont slams to a dead stop. Her rear-end flies
high into the air. Sewell hangs on tight. Horatio and Bud
are TOSSED from the auto and TUMBLE in the grass.  Equipment
flies everywhere. 

Horatio composes himself, then checks Bud for injuries. 
Sewell gets down and looks under Miss Vermont.

SEWELL
We hit a tree stump.
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HORATIO
Are you ok?

SEWELL
I'm fine.  Let's hope she is.

Sewell cranks Miss Vermont.  PUTT-PUTT-PUTT-PUTT.  Sewell
puts her in reverse and backs off the stump.  Horatio and
Sewell gather their strewn belongings.

SEWELL
Sir.  Every time you say the worst
of it is over, something else bad
seems to happen. Maybe you shouldn't-

HORATIO
I understand. The worst of it will
be over when I make it back home. 

EXT. LITTLE FALLS INN  -- MORNING

The trio walk past well-wishers who pat their backs, shake
their hands...and pet Bud. They load their luggage onto Miss
Vermont.  The skies are clear and the sun shines.

SUPER: July 25 - Little Falls, New York - Day 64 

HORATIO
Looks like we've finally got a break
in the weather. How much further?

SEWELL
Two-hundred and thirty miles.

HORATIO
Any word on the Packard team?

SEWELL
Not a word. 

HORATIO
Let's push through to New York. No
more stops.

SEWELL
Yes, sir.  Sir?

HORATIO
Yes?

SEWELL
Thank you for everything. If it wasn't
for you I would still be in San
Francisco.
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HORATIO
Sewell, if it wasn't for you I would
still be in San Francisco.

The trio wave their good-byes as they motor off.

SERIES OF SHOTS: THE FINAL PUSH TO NYC

-- Throngs of townsfolk line the streets for a glimpse of
the expedition as they motor through town.

SUPER:  July 25 - Schenectady, New York - Day 64

-- Sewell drives up to a road sign. Well-wishers wait nearby.

INSERT SIGN: "ALBANY POST ROAD" An arrow points to NEW YORK
CITY

The Well-wishers point. Sewell turns in that direction. A
bicyclist wheels away.

-- Bicyclist enters telegraph office. 

-- Telegraph operator DITS & DASHES a message.

-- Fetch and Karup drive up a narrow, rock-strewn road next
to a cliff face.

-- Field-workers CHEER and wave their hats in the air as the
Winton motors past.

EXT. PARKED PACKARD NEAR WATERFALLS  -- DAY

Fetch poses next to the auto.  Karup motions with his hand
to move away from the auto.

KARUP
Just the auto, Mister Fetch.

Fetch kicks the tire and moves out of the photo.

INT. HOLLAND HOUSE HOTEL -- LOBBY -- DAY

Swipes sits on a settee facing the hustle & bustle of the
streets of New York City. MR. MATHEWS, 40s, clean shaven
approaches Swipes, telegram in hand.

MATHEWS
They're headed in this direction.

SWIPES
Thank you.

Swipes looks out the large window to the north, oblivious to
the foot-traffic outside.
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HORATIO (V.O.)
Watch me now come to you.

SWIPES
Mr. Mathews.

MATHEWS
Yes?

SWIPES
I'd like to ask a favor.

EXT. MOUNTAIN ROADWAY-- DAY

Fetch crawls out from under the Packard.  He holds up a broken
drive chain.

FETCH
Now what do you think, Mister Karup.

KARUP
We had better wire Mr. Packard. 
Their advertising department may
have just cost us the race. 

Fetch kicks the tire.

INT. /EXT. CARAVAN OF AUTOMOBILES -- DAY

Swipes sits passenger in Mr. Mathew's Winton as they ride in
the middle of a procession of autos. They motor northward
away from the city across a high bridge spanning a river.

INT. / EXT. MISS VERMONT -- DAY

Sewell drives southward past dairy farms.

INT. /EXT. WINTON -- EVENING

Swipe's caravan motors north, past rolling pasture land.

INT. /EXT. MISS VERMONT -- NIGHT

Sewell drives into a sleeping town.

SUPER: Poughkeepsie, New York 

Miss Vermont bobs up and down.

SEWELL
Feels like a flat.

Horatio points out some light under a street lamp.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- NIGHT

Swipe's procession enters the outskirts of town.
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EXT. STREET -- NIGHT

Horatio bends over as he puts the last turns on a lug nut
beneath the light of a street lamp.  Swipe's procession of
autos drives past along the darkened roadway. Horatio stands
to get a better view.

Swipes spots him and frantically taps Mathews on his shoulder.

SWIPES
Stop! Stop!

She calls out from the darkness.

SWIPES
Horatio!

Horatio hears a familiar voice calling from the darkness.

HORATIO
Swipes?

Swipes emerges from the darkness in full stride towards her
man.

HORATIO
Swipes!

She dives into Horatio's outstretched arms.

HORATIO
What are you doing here?

SWIPES
What's it look like I'm doing? I'm
holding the man I love.

Horatio leans back.

HORATIO
Let me take a look at you.

Horatio takes her all in.

SWIPES
What are you doing here?

HORATIO
I'm looking at the most beautiful
woman I've ever seen.

Swipes rolls her eyes. They kiss. The others discreetly look
away. One gentleman uses his bowler to cover his eyes.

Swipes feels around Horatio's waist.
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SWIPES
You've lost weight.

Horatio feels Swipes baby bump.

SWIPES
You're going to be a wonderful father.

To all.

HORATIO
Gentlemen, let's go home.

Everyone turns their vehicles in the direction of New York
City. 

Horatio introduces Swipes and Sewell. Swipes hugs Sewell and
whispers in his ear.

SWIPES
Thank you for bringing him home.

Sewell hops in the driver's seat. Swipes sits on Horatio's
lap in the passenger seat.

INT. / EXT. WINTON -- NIGHT

Sewell leads the procession of autos out of town.

HORATIO
How's mother?

SWIPES
Ornery as ever. If she could just
learn to be happy.

HORATIO
Speaking of happy. I want you to
meet someone.

Horatio looks...Bud's gone.

HORATIO
Bud!

(to Sewell)
Stop!

Horatio, Sewell, and Swipes hop down and look for Bud.

HORATIO/SWIPES/SEWELL
Bud! Bud! Bud!

BUD
Bark! Bark!
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Bud rides in the back seat of a similar looking Winton.
Horatio puts his arm around Bud and carries him back to their
auto. Swipes pets his forehead. Bud sure likes her, too!

INT./ EXT. PROCESSION OF WINTON AUTOS -- NIGHT

They motor across the Harlem River Bridge back into Manhatten.

SUPER: Sunday July 26th -  4:30am - Day 63

They drive down deserted streets.

EXT. HOLLAND HOUSE HOTEL -- NIGHT

The procession rolls to a curbside stop. Horatio HONKS. The
night porter comes running.

SEWELL
Should I wash her now, or in the
morning?

Horatio considers.

HORATIO
Leave her. She's beautiful just the
way she is.

Sewell helps the porter with their luggage. Horatio escorts
Swipes into the hotel.

SERIES OF SHOTS: NYC - THE NEXT DAY

-- Newsboys sell papers. The headlines splash the historic
news.

REPORTER (V.O.)
Horatio Nelson Jackson and Sewell K.
Crocker finished the first
transcontinental automobile trip at
half-past four o'clock yesterday
morning. On their arrival, the mud
besmirched and travel stained vehicle
which had borne them so faithfully
over fifty-six hundred miles, between
the Pacific and the Atlantic,...

-- Crowds gather around Miss Vermont. Small American flags
are planted about her and a large flag is draped over the
front seats. News photographers take photos.

REPORTER (V.O.)
...was housed in a garage on West
58th Street.  The thick coating of
mud gave evidence that it had been
somewhere and that somewhere a long
way off.
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INT. HOLLAND HOUSE HOTEL ROOM -- DAY

Horatio, Swipes and Bud hold court before reporters. Swipes
hands Horatio several of the letters he wrote. He scans them
to refresh his memory.

HORATIO
...that was the night 30,000
mosquitoes died on the back of my
neck...

Reporters laugh.

LATER:

HORATIO
...if that sheepherder would have
asked me for my car, I just might
have given it to him.

Reporters laugh.

LATER:

HORATIO
...they thought we were part of the
circus. I just wanted to stay in
front of the elephants.

Reporters laugh.

LATER:

HORATIO
...I've never worked so hard in my
life.

REPORTER
So who's a bigger optimist, you or
President Roosevelt?

Horatio gives a hearty laugh and points his finger at the
reporter.

HORATIO
Now that's a good question. Me or
Teddy?...Me.

The reporter's laugh.

THIN REPORTER
What did you want to get out of this
odyssey?

FAT REPORTER
He wanted to win a bet, that's what
he wanted.
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Everyone chuckles, even Horatio.

HORATIO
That's what started this journey,

Horatio takes on a somber tone.

HORATIO
...but I wanted to prove just how
much one person can make a difference.
Just one person with a goal can change 
everything.   

INT. / EXT. MISS VERMONT -- DRIVING -- DAY

Horatio, Swipes and Bud motor down streets lined with maple
trees.

SWIPES
Almost home.

HORATIO
It sure feels good.

Horatio turns in the driveway leading to their home. He HONKS.
Mrs. Richardson opens the screen door and steps onto the
porch.  She returns the waves of Horatio and Swipes. Behind
her, Announcer Bob steps from the house and stands beside
her.

SWIPES
Maybe there's hope for her after
all.

Horatio drives towards the horse barn.

HORATIO
I guess I can now officially say
"the worst of it is over".  Sewell
seemed to think every time I said-

SNAP - CLANG, CLANG, CLANG. Miss Vermont stops. Horatio hops
down and inspects.

HORATIO
The drive chain broke.

Swipes hops down and pushes Miss Vermont.

HORATIO
What are you doing?

SWIPES
What's it look like I'm doing?

HORATIO
Ah...the woman I love.
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Horatio and Swipes push Miss Vermont into the barn. Once
inside, Swipes grabs Horatio's hand and leads him into the
shadows.

FADE OUT:

SUPER:

Two weeks later Fetch and Krarup made it to New York City,
having completed their trip in a day and a half less than
Horatio, but second nonetheless.

Sewell Crocker spent the next two years touring Europe on a
sponsored expedition.

Bud lived a full dog's life, content to guard the Jackson
home and take short automobile trips around Burlington.

Swipes led a long and happy life giving birth to two
daughters. It is a mystery how she obtained the nickname
"Swipes".

Horatio never stopped moving forward. He became a newspaper
publisher, president of a bank, and the owner of the town's
first radio station. He helped found the American Legion and
ran for governor of Vermont.

The 1903 Winton Touring Car respectfully resides in the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. for all to visit.
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